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Executive Summary 2017
The Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut (MX) 
Challenge was the brain child of NASA’s Charles 
W. Lloyd, Pharm D, when his NASA Johnson 
Space Center Program Manager, Dennis Grounds, 
requested him to develop an educational outreach 
project to engage an international community. 
“Something” that would highlight the power 
and importance of human space exploration to 
be used by the ISLSWG (International Space 
Life Sciences Working Group) partner countries. 
That “Something” turned out to be MX with an 
interactive website made up of 27 modules and too 
many videos to count connecting children from all 
over the world. 

The pilot for MX began in 2011 to encourage proper 
exercise and nutrition at an early age by teaching 
young people to live and eat like space explorers. The 
strong correlation between an unhealthy childhood 
diet, adolescent fitness and the onset of chronic 
diseases as an adult is the catalyst for MX, which is 
dedicated to assisting people on a global scale to learn 
about human space exploration and living healthier 
lifestyles. 

The Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut 2017 
(MX17) seventh year of challenges hosted almost 
105,000 children on 1,641 teams from 38 countries 
(with one observing country) which were affiliated 
with 31 space agencies and institutions. The MX17 
website included 19 languages. Seventeen countries 
and 18,436 (included in the number of children and 
countries above) participated in the fall Astro Charlie 
Walk Around the Earth Challenge.

MX17 participants were privileged to have two 
MX Astronaut Ambassadors – Dr. Kate Rubins, 
NASA astronaut and medical doctor specializing 
in molecular and cancer biology and Thomas 
Pesquet, an aerospace engineer, pilot, and European 
Space Agency (ESA) astronaut from France. 
The ambassadors participated in the opening 
and closing events as well as while on-board the 
International Space Station. Thomas and Kate’s 
dedication to teaching students about space and how 
astronauts train to stay healthy were motivational 
and encouraging and made MX17 a very exciting 

year indeed! We are honored to announce Italian 
astronaut, Paolo Nespoli agreed to be the 2018 MX 
Ambassador. MX is fortunate to have had the support 
of astronauts from around the world. Thank you, All!

The country reports were very gracious and approving 
of MX17. Some highlights of those reports follow 
below: 

Norway commented “We experience that Mission X 
is an educational, inspiring and motivating activity 
for the classroom, and we are looking forward to take 
part and organize Mission X in 2018.

South Africa explained Nutrition and Core Strength 
training were extremely important to their students. 
The country suffers from a lot of poverty in the 
disadvantaged areas where children attend school 
with no lunch, or food provided at the school. This 
was an important lesson, illustrating that children 
cannot learn effectively on an empty stomach, which 
inevitably effects their quality of education. This 
provided a platform to understanding that people 
need the energy from nutrition to be able to be 
physically active.

The UK reported over 500 institutions signed up – a 
25% increase over the 2016. The teachers expressed 
the following highlights about MX: 

– “ Seeing the children so eager to take part and 
improve each week! The motivation and 
determination improved across the class and has 
made a significant impact in many children’s view 
towards health and fitness and achieving goals!” 

– “ The children’s enthusiasm for taking part in the 
activities. Training like an astronaut seemed 
to really motivate them. After holding a space 
day last year linked for the ESA Astronaut Tim 
Peake project, the children loved that they could 
complete missions linked to what they had 
previously learned about astronauts.” 

– “ The video by Thomas Pesquet and the Walk to the 
Moon Challenge which enables pupils and their 
families to become involved.”

Serbia’s comments included: “MISSION X was a 
real pleasure for these students as well as for teachers. 
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The most common comment was that they felt 
like part of the world, like they were really getting 
prepared for the astronaut job, that they liked this 
way of exercising and connecting with children from 
all over the world. The physical education teacher 
incorporated all the activities and exercises into the 
existing curriculum.”

Brazil reported “It was a wonderful experience. 
Now we had the active participation of the most 
Brazilian city, city of Rio de Janeiro. Many students 
were involved and we had a wonderful result: many 
students said that they want to be an Astronaut!!!”

Columbia’s country report started off with 
the statement “…….Mission X expands our 
imagination.” “For our students and educators 
Mission X is another opportunity to enjoy and 
learn in an easy way, a multidisciplinary project 
that stimulates the students and makes them more 
receptive to different education topics. This year 
again, our team leaders declare the interest in 
participation new editions and even some of them 
are requesting the possibility to also participate in 
the ‘Walk around the Earth Challenge’. In their 
perception, Mission X is a project with high and wide 
social impact that provides the possibility to interact, 
influence and motivate a wide population of student, 
obtaining remarkable interest, conviction and results 
from the students.” 

In Russia the students commented “I learned a lot 
about my body and a healthy lifestyle. I will try to 
follow the advice that was given to us. I liked how 
many interesting things were told to us, we liked 
both the experiments and the videos, and the medical 
students who came were always glad to talk about 
our questions.” The teachers commented, “We, as 
medical students, are happy to be able to come to the 
children and help them understand how important 
it is to start taking care of our own body from an 
early age, to monitor our health, and, moreover, in 
preparing for each new occupation, you will certainly 
discover something new.”

Taiwan mentioned, “We used the Mission X program 
to provide diverse materials and education for the 
teachers from remote elementary schools, and taught 

the students about the diet for astronauts, hydration 
and exercise, in hopes of getting them into a healthy 
lifestyle and to prevent obesity.”

Sweden reported “The students and the teachers in 
Sweden have had an educational and fun ‘journey’, 
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and many of them look forward to participate next 
year too. MX17 has reached new parts in Sweden 
and Teknikens Hus has already received e-mails from 
teachers who are eager to take part in Mission X 
2018. The updated website is much easier to navigate 
and it is great to see all statistics for Sweden.”                                               

Austria reported “In the seventh year of its existence, 
Mission X was improving again. Never before have 
we had so many active teams and teachers. The 
motivation of the teachers and students as well as the 
level of activities was extremely high. The winning 
team from Upper Austria was the best we ever had!”

In Greece, the report was “a dramatic rise was 
noticed in the interest that adults, particularly 
parents have shown in the aftermath of the posting 
of the MX invitation. MX principles provided 
teachers the chance (especially those that embraced 
its content) to collaborate smoothly as a team and 
to approach the action in a cross-curricular way. As 
a result, the outcomes were extremely encouraging. 
Their expertise in various sectors - for example in 
Primary Schools teachers, in foreign languages, in 
Physical Education, in Art and Music - endowed the 
programme with a multiple diversity covering a wide 
array of activities and an additional value.” 

Finland reported: “It was fantastic to take space 
to physical education. Many of my pupils ate 
really small portions and no vegetables at all in the 
beginning. Now, the portion includes vegetables and 
everyone will get their everyday vitamins.”

A teacher in Japan reported “Space exploration and 
activities of astronauts are something that children 
do not usually get very close to, so they were very 
interested. Mission X includes so many experiential 
contents so children were able to spend meaningful 
time.”

Canada reported “In 2011 to 2014 we had 0 
participants for MX Train like an astronaut. This 
year, we had 460 participants, and our goal for 2018 
is 1,000 participants. We started from nothing, but 
we continue little by little to grow our community. A 
large community of home-schoolers participated this 
year and have integrated MX into their curriculum.”

The Czech Republic reported “This year we used the 
new mission layouts translated into Czech for the 
first time. The layouts have met with really positive 
feedback from the teachers. The pupils and the 
teachers have had an educational and fun expedition 
to the Moon and many of them already look forward 
to participate next year.”

Cypress reported “We did other activities that were 
outside the premises of schools and open to greater 
groups in order to create demand for next year. 
As it appears many more schools are interested in 
joining MX 2018 and we are working on scaling 
up the activities to more schools with the help of 
parents and volunteers. We are also working with 
the Ministry of Education and teachers to expand 
on the positive results of 2017. On top of the 
physical education activities, we held a number of 
presentations (using Mission X material) that were 
part of a science festival. Also, at the end of Mission 
X we held an astronight which was a major success.”

Many other comments from the countries, the 
children and their teachers may be found in the 
country reports section of this report.

The MX17 International Working Group Face-to-
Face meeting and closing event were held in Vienna, 
Austria at the Austrian Research Promotion Agency 
(FFG) and at Linz at the Ars Electronica Center. 
Eighteen out of thirty countries participated. MX17 
planning began with the working group meetings 
where the group evaluated a proposed set of new 
activities and started the international collaboration 
on these efforts. France will host the 2018 working 
group meeting in Toulouse. 

GO MISSION X! 
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MX 2017 Introduction

The NASA Human Research Program-sponsored 
Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut international 
fitness challenges continue to be relevant and highly 
valued by countries around the world as expressed in 
the MX17 country reports found later in this report. 

Pediatric overweight and obesity once again ranks 
in the top ten child health concerns for 2017. In 
the 10th release of the University of Michigan, C.S. 
Mott Children’s Hospital National Poll, bullying/
cyberbullying is the number one concern among 
white adults in the United States, 2nd among 
Hispanic adults and 6th among black adults. Close 
behind are inadequate exercise and unhealthy eating 
that are big health problems surrounding childhood 
obesity. Other top ten concerns include; drug abuse, 
internet safety, child abuse and neglect, suicide, 
depression and teen pregnancy.1 This U.S. poll is 
taken annually to help inform intervention program 
priorities. 

For some groups of children, the prevalence of 
pediatric overweight and obesity started to level off 
in sub-groups such as in age groups 2 to 5 years and 
6 to 11; however, obesity rates continued to rise for 
adolescents between 12 to 19 years old. There is no 
indication that the prevalence of obesity will improve 
based on currently instituted interventions. The 
increasing trend in extreme obesity has shown no 
sign of leveling off since 1988 for children ages 6 to 
11 and adolescents 12 to 19.2 The continued rise in 
extreme obesity has lead researchers to recommend 
further refining the definitions of obesity into classes. 
These classifications may allow for identification 
of higher risks and targeted interventions to 
decrease extreme obesity which is associated with 
cardiometabolic risk factors.3 The classifications 
recommended for children 2 to 19 years old are as 
follows: overweight is defined as a child greater than 
or equal to 85th percentile for age. Class I obesity is 
a child greater than or equal to the 95th percentile, 
class II obesity is a body mass index (BMI) greater 
than or equal to age and sex specific BMI of 35; class 
III obesity is a BMI greater than or equal to 40.4 

In other parts of the world, Wijnhoven, et al., 
reports on the World Health Organization (WHO) 
European Childhood Obesity Surveillance Initiative 

(COSI) monitoring weight, height and body mass 
index in 6 to 9 year-old children.5 It is noted that 
overweight and obesity continues to be a serious 
public health concern with the prevalence of boys 
being 19 to 49 percent overweight and girls 18 to 
43 percent. The concern addressed is the need for 
consistent measurement criteria to improve the 
ability to monitor changes in prevalence across the 53 
WHO European member states. Aceves-Martins, et 
al., recently reported on obesity-promoting factors in 
Mexican children and adolescents.6 Mexico has one 
of the highest youth obesity rates worldwide with a 
prevalence of 34 percent being overweight and obese. 
Based on age, they compare prevalence of overweight 
and obesity in Mexico to those in Chile, Peru and 
Colombia. The article focuses on what makes up 
an obesogenic environment, which pertains to or 
tends to cause obesity, or obesity promoting factors. 
The obesity factors identified are common to any 
country including dietetic factors such as an increase 
availability to high caloric fast foods, lack of physical 
activity associated with urbanization, lack of open 
spaces, economics, and specific cultural conditions 
and beliefs. Ranjani, et al., recently completed an 
extensive literature review and assessment of the 
epidemiology of childhood overweight and obesity 
in India. The WHO South-East Asia Regional Office 
(SEARO) reviewed 52 studies that were conducted 
in 16 of the 28 states of India over the time frame 
of 2001 to 2010. They concluded that the overall 
incidence of overweight and obesity was increasing 
over that time period with the prevalence being 16.3 
percent in 2001-2005, increasing to 19.3 percent in 
2010 for both high and low socioeconomic groups. 
As in Europe, the SEARO struggles with having a 
consistent set of measurements across all 28 states. 
It was concluded that the occurrence of overweight 
and obesity was higher in the North vs. the South of 
India. It was also noted that India is a fast growing 
economy resulting in nutritional and demographic 
changes. 

In the USA, Blondin et al., reviewed how effective 
the childhood obesity surveillance practices are at the 
state level to ensure the best understanding of the 
prevalence of overweight and obesity in the United 
States pediatric population as well as how effective 
current intervention efforts are.  
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This study contacted each state including the District 
of Colombia and received feedback from 48 of the 
50 states and Washington DC. They concluded only 
14 states applied surveillance that met four criteria: 
1) measured height and weight by a professional; 
2) data is representative for the age groups in the 
state; 3) implemented an ongoing surveillance at 
least every two years; and 4) the data is analyzed and 
reported at the state level. These effectively organized 
surveillance programs are considered critical to allow 
for the most accurate understanding in changing 
trends in overweight and obesity prevalence as well 
as detecting disparities in prevalence per gender, race, 
and socioeconomic status. Risk or protective factors 
such as neighborhoods and school locations with 
access to fast foods or fresh produce and recreational 
space were also noted.   

Another aspect of ongoing pediatric overweight 
and obesity surveillance is looking at trends in 
socioeconomic inequalities. In the study by White et 
al., trends associated with the full range of body mass 
index and socioeconomics were investigated. They 
found a higher prevalence in obesity for 10 to 11-year 
old girls and that further research needs to be done 
on the potential for children in the 50th to 95th 
BMI percentiles for becoming overweight or obese. 
In the second article by Lissner et al., socioeconomic 
inequalities across five European countries were 
investigated. It was found that Sweden, Portugal and 
the Czech Republic had higher rates of overweight 
and obesity associated with lower socioeconomic 
groups; in contrast however, their findings found that 
Bulgaria and Lithuania had lower rates in the lower 
socioeconomic groups.

Finally, a recent study by Segal, et al., looks at 
the relationship of intellectual disability (ID) and 
increased risk for obesity in the United States. This 
research studied children aged 10 to 17 years with 
and without ID. It was found that the prevalence of 
obesity was 1.89 times greater in children with ID 
(28.9% with ID and 15.5% without ID).

This year’s review of the current pediatric obesity 
literature indicates that this world-wide challenge 
must be aggressively monitored and there needs to be 
continued efforts to establish innovative techniques 

to prevent a further rise in pediatric overweight and 
obesity across all age groups on a global scale. Factors 
associated with overweight and obesity still require 
vigilance by many groups, including the family 
units directly addressing the needs of children to 
live a healthy lifestyle, our schools and educational 
stakeholders. 
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Mission X Current Status

Table 1. Mission X Growth Trends by Participants, Countries and Languages

Figure 1. Official 2017 Mission X Flag
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Participation rates by country
Country Children Teams Adults Sites Lead Space Agency and/or Institutions Partners

Argentina* 200 2 1 Willka Wara Observatory

Australia 32 0

Austria 682 33 40 30 FFG;  GOP ARS Electronic Centre, RUAG, ORF, WIG

Belgium 119 6 Euro Space Center

Brazil 240 8 20 7 Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense, CALF Prefeitura da Cidade de Campos dos Goytacazes, ISECENSA, 
Escola Jada Torres and Escola Estadual 15 de Novembro

Canada 460 29 28 10 Space Aps Toronto Youth Program

Chile 1150 Universidad de Talca; Fundación Urbanismo Social PAR Explora Maule, Direccion de Responsabilidad Social 
Universitaria, Planetario de Santiago, 

Colombia 1522 57 451 29 Fundacion Ciudad Horizonte 2050 District of Bogota, District Planetarium, Colombian Air Force

Cyprus* 37 2 2 1 Cyprus Space Exploration Organisation (CSEO)

Czech Republic 199 10 12 10 ESERO Czech Republic, ESA

Denmark 2,705 58 116 48 Tycho Brahe Planetarium (TBP) House of Natural Sciences

Egypt* 30

Finland 269 18 18 10 Resource for mathematics, science and technology in 
schools, CLL, Åbo Akademi University; ESA

ESERO Nordic-Norway

France 11290 313 370 272 CNES; ESA Cité de l’Espace, Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie 
(Universciences)

Germany 721 25 12 DLR; DLR Schol Lab, Cologne

Greece 891 21 45 21 ESA Ellinogermaniki Agogi

India* 25

Ireland* 501

Italy 3,402 151 340 50 ASI (Italian Space Agency); ESA Council for agricultural research and analysis of the agrarian 
economy (CREA-Italian leading authority in nutrition)

Japan 805 7 10 7 Kyorin University JAXA

Mexico 535 13 86 12 Instituto de Astronomía, Medicina del Deporte, Dirección 
General de Actividades Deportivas y Recreativas)  UNAM

Nepal 40 Radhakrishna Organization

Netherlands 631 16 25 13 Netherlands Space Office, ESA ESA-ESTEC, Techniekpact,  Spaceconsultants

Norway 102 5 5 2 NAROM; ESA

Poland* 36 2 2 2

Portugal 684 42 18 Ciência Viva; ESA Faculty of Human Kinetics of the University of Lisbon 
(FMH), the Estremoz Science Center, Univ of Evora

Puerto Rico See USA USA USA USA  NASA

Republic of Korea 55 Korea Institute of Child Care and Education (KICCE) Yonsei University, Korea; Kyunghee University, Korea

Romania 1732 Romanian Space Agency; ESA ESERO Romania

Russia 146 1 18 1 Volonteer Center of VSMU named N.N. Burdenko High school No. 1

Serbia* 115 3 8 3 ESA

South Africa 13 5 5 2 Foundation for Space Development South Africa

Spain 1946 ImFINE from the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid ; ESA Astronomy Center from Huesca (ESPACIO 0.42)

Sweden 527 17 26 11 Teknikens Hus; Lulea; ESA Nordic ESERO; Swedish National Space Board

Switzerland  ESA

Taiwan* 224 1 34 8 Mackay Medical College Nursing Department and 
National Yang Ming University, Institute of Public Health.

Ministry of Science and Tech

United Arab Emirates*  
(observing)

1500

United Kingdom  
(England, Wales, Northern 
Ireland, Scotland)

47,504 558 500 504 ESERO-UK / UK Space Agency Venture Thinking (Heather Macrae)

USA (Inc PR) 6,020 41 58 59 NASA Ball State University

Walk to the Moon 
Challenge Totals

87,090 1,402 2,261 1,143

*Denotes new country in 2017
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International Working Group

The 2017 annual Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut 
(MX) international working group meeting was 
chaired by NASA’s Human Research Program 
Communications personnel and hosted by the 
NAROM (Norwegian center for space-related 
education) at Andoya Space Center, in Andenes 
Norway, from June 6-9. This annual meeting of 
the international leadership for this global space 
health and nutrition effort was held with 15 of 
the 39 MX participating countries in attendance 
including representation from 7 of the partnering 
space agencies: Austrian Space Agency, Agenzia 
Spaziale Italiana, The Centre National d’études 
Spatiales (CNES), European Space Agency (ESA), 
NASA, Norway, and the UK Space Agency. Prior to 
the group meetings, ESA and NASA held an MX 
Executive Committee meeting to discuss future 
funding and factors that will influence the project 
and were included in the agenda for the meetings. 

The first day of the meeting was focused on outcomes 
and findings from MX 2017 in which two challenges 
involving over 110,000 participants took place. Also, 
the country-by-country review highlighted results, 
lessons learned and valuable metrics from each MX 
country. Member countries took the opportunity to 
ask questions and assist each other to find solutions 
to issues experienced by others. 

The agenda for day two was reserved for the 
forward look for Mission X and included in-
depth conversations and discussions regarding 

MX possibilities given a NASA funding issue. 
Overwhelming reactions were of deep concern due to 
each international partners’ immediate planning for 
Mission X 2018, planned to begin October 2017 and 
very dependent on NASA’s collaboration and shared 
work. A potential alternative funding source was 
discussed and it was agreed that the resolution of this 
issue would be addressed further in the near future. 

A third day for this meeting was dedicated to 
working with a group of local schools and students. 
Overall Mission X continues to have strong global 
support as a space-related astronaut health and fitness 
effort which is considered to have high value and 
community impact across the world. 

At the end of the meeting, NAROM handed the 
face-to-face meeting over to CNES for 2018. A 
projection of dates and plans for the MX18 IWG 
meeting in Toulouse, France were presented and 
discussed.

The Mission X Challenges continue to grow each 
year, and continue to inspire students from around 
the world to be healthy in body and mind with the 
help of the Mission X International Working Group.

Go Mission X!!  

Mission X 2017 International Working Group Annual meeting 
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On April 28, 2017, the Mission X (MX) 2017 
Walk to the Moon international fitness challenge 
came to a close. As the second MX challenge of the 
year, this was the largest challenge across the 7-year 
history which ended with 87,090 participants. 
We are proud to announce this 2017 growth, 
and to recognize it would take over 2,000 school 
busses, bumper to bumper, stretched 15.15 miles 
to fit that many participants. When the 23,000 
participants are included from the fall MX17 Walk 
Around the Earth warm up challenge, MX grew to 
110,000+ participants for a single year. In total, with 
both MX17 challenges, we had 37 countries and 
Taiwan as fully participating, UAE as an observing 
country (which actually participated) and at least 
one team located on every inhabitable continent. 
Mission X 2017 Challenges were highlighted by 
two Astronaut Ambassadors, NASA Astronaut Kate 
Rubins and ESA Astronaut Thomas Pesquet. This 
year saw the largest number of new videos from 
our ambassadors including several on-orbit; four 
completed videos with Kate and 11 with Thomas. 
Also, four unique content pieces, with accompanying 
videos, were created to include two new activities 
on microbiology, one on measurement to find your 

space height, and one to encourage comparisons and 
learning new sports while highlighting the Super 
Bowl. Significant increases were seen in the number 
of blogs, pictures and videos from over 1,700 teams 
and, for the first time EVER, Astro Charlie got so 
many points converted to steps that he continued to 
walk well beyond the Moon!  We hope you have a 
chance to check out all the blogs, stats and features 
at the Mission X website, http://trainlikeanastronaut.
org/ or https://trainlikeanastronaut.gov.

1712 Teams

39 Countries and Taiwan

19 Languages

2 Challenges

10 Space Agencies

110,000+ participants

ONE MISSION!!

Mission X 2017  
Has Crossed the Finish Line
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Overall, the feedback continues to highlight how 
the Mission X Challenges (MX) are contributing to 
the overall awareness of space and the importance of 
living a healthy lifestyle. We are finding significant 
growth in participation throughout the United 
States. Once Team USA schools participate, most 
return to join MX again in the following years. 
During the annual international working group 
face-to-face meetings, similar growth outcomes have 
been shared from leadership in other countries. One 
issue with international participation is that schools 
around the world are in session at different times of 
the year. To solve that issue, a second challenge called 
“Walk Around the Earth” allows participation in 
schools who had previously not been able to join MX 
due to school schedule conflicts. A number of schools 
have chosen to participate in both challenges, thus 
extending the time to encourage the children of their 
countries to practice a healthy lifestyle by training 
like astronauts. 

Based on reporting from countries that have 
performed the challenge in the past, the number of 
participants increase each year. In various teams we 
see expansion into such settings as home schooling, 
and growth in the use of the MX content and 
activities for those with unique needs. Financial 
and technical support remains a challenge for many 
country teams to be able to sustain the effort from 
year-to-year. The MX International Working Group 
is working to come up with ideas and approaches to 
assist in these areas. It is truly a global effort.

MX17 new country teams from Argentina, Cyprus, 
Egypt, India, Ireland, Poland, Serbia, Taiwan and 
the UAE (observing) began by starting up their local 
sites with partnerships and activities and are looking 
towards growth in 2018. Some of these country 
sites were led and supported by non-space based 
institutions, community organizations and families. 
Science centers and university partnership outreach 
teams continue to be excellent resources for teams to 
run the challenges. Feedback, from these sites, was 
received about how MX has helped their children 
learn about living healthy lifestyles as they enjoyed 
training like astronauts.

A result of the NASA MX partnership with the 
Republic of Korea was the release of the publication, 
Nutrition Research and Practice 1026; 10 (5) 
:555-562: Child health promotion program in 
South Korea in collaboration with the US National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration: Improvement 
in dietary and nutrition knowledge of young 
children. Other publications are in process.

Australia was able to return as a participant country 
in 2017; however, Switzerland determined that they 
would not have sufficient support within their groups 
to sustain the MX fitness challenge again this year. 
As always we wish those countries who are unable to 
participate well and will always be happy for them to 
return in the future. 

During MX17 more experience was gained with 
countries in which the school year does not align 
with the challenge dates of October through 
December or January through April. We have made 
adjustments to help those countries, such as keeping 
the point and blogging systems open beyond the 
close of the challenge in April, and working with 
countries on registration deadlines. During MX18 
we most likely will have even more sites that will 
need the blog site available for posting beyond April 
as they look to find ways to keep their children 
excited about participating in MX after the close of 
the challenge. We are hearing more and more about 
how participants would like to have MX available 
year-round, or have opportunities in June – Aug for 
schools in the northern hemisphere.

As always we appreciate the input from our partners 
and work with them to improve MX for even more 
countries to join in the activities; thereby, enhancing 
the outreach opportunities of MX for NASA’s 
Human Research Program.

Outcomes & Enhancements 2017
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Ball State University MX Survey Report to NASA 

Project description

The Ball State team worked closely with the NASA team and other collaborators in the US and other countries 
to provide scientific support for the Mission X project during May-Sep 2017. Focused efforts followed four core 
objectives: 1) examining the effectiveness of MX in team US and Italy, 2) expanding/enhancing international 
collaboration of MX, 3) improving the MX survey, data collection procedure and intervention, and 4) building 
connections for MX challenges in the US. 

Accomplishments of specific objectives/goals

Major goals during the were completed as listed below:

1.  Examine the effectiveness of MX 16 and 17 in the US, conduct data analysis, and write research reports

–  Completed data entry of MX 17 in the US (total n=233), data management, and conducted some analysis. 
Please see Appendix A. Research report of MX US 16 and 17.

2.  We completed data entry of MX 17 in Italy (total n=636), data management, and analysis. Please see 
Appendix B. Research report of MX Italy 17.

3.  Expanded/enhanced international collaboration of MX with/between other countries 

–  At the beginning of Sep, Dr. Wang met with Prof. Hyung-Jung Lim and her research team in South Korea. 
Dr. Lim’s team develops culturally tailored intervention materials for child health promotion and she is 
making an effort to expand the intervention program in several schools in South Korea. 

–  Dr. Wang has been in close contact with Profs Yang, Chen and Pan in Taiwan in support their project.

–  Dr. Wang’s team discussed and supported the team leaders of MX Colombia and Italy for their MX survey 
and data collection/management.

–  Dr. Wang’s team supported the Italy team and helped enter their 2017 data, see above.

4.  Improve the MX survey and data collection procedure 

–  We proposed improvement on survey and and intervention. Please see Appendix C. Suggestions for 
improving MX survey and data collection procedure.

5. Built connections for MX in the US 

–  We have reached out to a local school and introduced MX to them. We held an event in the school and 
met with the school administrators, teachers and students at Grissom Elementary School in Indiana. We 
have explored other local collaboration opportunities as well.

6.  In addition, we developed some other related research projects regarding child health promotion and obesity 
prevention and have published some papers and acknowledged funding from NASA. We also have some 
manuscripts in preparation:

–  An evaluation of the effectiveness of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Mission-X child health promotion in the United States. Am J Health Promot, 890117117723959.

–  Beneficial Intervention outcomes of US NASA Mission X in Preschoolers: South Korea Project, in 
preparation. 

–  The pre-post changes of MX in the level of preschoolers’ physical fitness in South Korea, in preparation.
–  The effect of the MX on childhood obesity in Taiwan, in preparation.

Survey Outcomes 2017
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–  American’s perception of fast food, their consumption, and association with obesity in the United States, in 
preparation.

–  A comprehensive review of the economic cost of obesity, in preparation.

Appendix A. Research report of MX US 16 and 17

1. Background and Aims

–  MX has expanded to 38 countries in 2017 and showed significant changes, e.g., children’s eating behaviors 
improved after 6-week MX challenge in South Korea; knowledge and behavior scores became more 
desirable after 8-week of MX activities in the US.

–  Using anthropometrics and updated survey questionnaires, we evaluated the effectiveness of MX 
challenges by comparing pre and post-intervention BMI, eating behaviors and levels of physical activity 
and inactivity. 

2. Material and Methods

–  Study design: the NASA Human Research Program Communications Project recruited subjects through 
social media and conference meetings since 2009 with NASA IRB approval.

–  Study subjects: in total, 600 children participated in the MX in two schools total in Florida and Texas, 
and 500 5th-6th graders completed the survey questionnaires and height and weight measurements in pre 
and post assessments. More than half of study subjects did not identify their age in 2017 survey.

–  Intervention:  8 weeks intervention for child health promotion with theme of space exploration in regular 
PE class; teachers chose 6-8 modules according to their needs (modules seek to increase physical fitness, 
improve regular eating and exercise behaviors, and knowledge of nutrition, science, etc.); the group size 
varied; education materials/guidance were provided through the MX website; incentive was given as a 
prize for participating in MX.  

–  Measures: pre and post surveys along with anthropometric measurements were administered by the school 
nurse and/or classroom/physical education teachers. 

–  Statistical analysis: comparing mean level or distribution (%) between pre vs. post-intervention in total/
subgroups using chi-square test and non-parametric tests. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s d, 
with a small effect size d = 0.2 and medium effect size d = 0.5.

Cohen’s d = (M2 - M1) ⁄ SD pooled where: SD pooled = √((SD12 + SD22) ⁄ 2)

3. Results
Baseline characteristics of participants in the MX 2016-17 challenges in the US (n=350)

All (n=350) 2016 (n=155) 2017 (n=195)

Age (mean, SD) 11.7 (0.7)* 11.7 (0.7) 11.8 (0.6)*

Gender (%)

boys 
girls

50.2
49.8

42.9
57.1

55.7
44.3

Weight (kg; mean, SD) 54.1 (15.9) 55.0 (16.7) 53.5 (15.3)

Height (cm; mean, SD) 153.0 (8.4) 153.7 (9.7) 152.3 (7.2)

BMI (kg/m2; mean, SD) 22.9 (5.6) 23.0 (5.6) 22.8 (5.6)
*More than half of participants in 2017 did not indicate age. No significant difference was reported in age, weight, height, and BMI by data collection year 
except for gender (p<0.001).
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4. Conclusion

The US participants of MX significantly improved their diet behaviors in sugar-sweetened beverage intake (-0.5 
times/week) and breakfast consumption (0.4 times/week) and reduced recreational screen time (- 0.5hr/d) after 
the intervention. However, no significant changes were found in BMI, exercise behaviors, and vegetable/fruit 
and fast food intake. We could not examine subgroup difference in pre and post-intervention changes by age 
and weight status at baseline due to the missing gender and age in 2017 (>50%).

Appendix B. Research report of MX Italy 17

1.  Aims
Using anthropometrics and updated survey questionnaires, we evaluated MX activity effectiveness in Italy 
by comparing pre and post-intervention BMI and eating, eating behaviors and levels of physical activity and 
inactivity.  

2. Material and Methods

–  Study design: the NASA Human Research Program Education and Outreach Project recruited study 
subjects through international space agencies. IRB approved.

–  Study subjects: in total, 636 children participated in MX 2017 within 16 schools in Italy and 124  
children (aged 8-15) completed the survey questionnaires, along with height and weight measurements  
in pre and post. 

Survey Outcomes 2017
Changes in mean scores in children’s anthropometrics, eating and exercise behaviors between 

pre vs. post intervention of the MX 2016-17 challenges in the US (n=350)1 
mean (SD) or %

pre post mean  
difference

Cohen’s 
d

p

1.  Anthropometrics 
Weight (kg) 
Height (cm) 
BMI (kg/m2)

54.1 (15.9)
153.0 (8.4)
22.9 (5.6)

56.0 (16.5)
154.1 (8.1)
23.4 (5.6)

1.88
1.11
0.43

0.12
0.13
0.09

0.12
0.07
0.30

2.  Exercise behaviors (days/week) 
Playing/being active outside after school  
Vigorous physical activity for ≥20 min 
Family exercise 

3.8 (2.7)
3.3 (1.9)
2.3 (1.8)

3.7 (2.7)
3.5 (1.9)
2.1 (1.8)

-0.07
0.21
-0.11

-0.04
0.11
-0.11

0.45
0.56
0.37

3.  Sedentary behavior (hours/a school day) 
Recreational screen time 4.1 (2.4) 3.6 (2.3) -0.50 -0.21 <0.001

4.  Eating behaviors (times/week) 
Sugar-sweetened beverage intake  
Vegetable & Fruit intake  
Fast food intake  
Breakfast 

4.4 (4.3)
14.4 (8.3)
2.9 (3.5)
4.5 (2.8)

3.9 (4.0)
13.8 (8.4)
3.0 (3.6)
4.9 (2.7)

-0.51
-0.63
0.14
0.42

-0.12
-0.07
0.03
0.15

0.04
0.80
0.46
0.01

5.  Self-perceived physical activity level 
Having more aerobic exercise than friends 
Being more physically active than friends

25.2
31.5 

31.2
34.3

13.80
8.50

NA
NA

0.26
0.56

1Numbers were varied according to subjects’ response. Paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank sum test was used to find a significant mean difference 
in scores between pre- and post-intervention. No significant gender difference was reported in mean score changes of all variables.
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–  Intervention: design is the same as the US team on page 3.  

–  Measures: pre and post surveys along with anthropometric measurements were administered by the 
classroom/ physical education teachers.

–  Statistical analysis: comparing mean level or distribution (%) between pre vs. post-intervention in total/ 
subgroups using chi-square test and non-parametric tests. 

3. Results
Baseline characteristics of participants in the MX 2017 activities in Italy (n=124)

Region

All (n=124) South (n=90) Central (n=34)

Age (mean, SD) 10.7 (1.7) 12.8 (1.1) 9.9 (1.2)

Gender (%)

boys 
girls

60.2
39.8

70.6
29.4

56.2
43.8

Weight (kg; mean, SD) 40.4 (11.3) 51.4 (10.7) 36.3 (8.4)

Height (cm; mean, SD) 147.8 (12.7) 160.8 (8.5) 142.8 (10.3)

BMI (kg/m2; mean, SD) 18.2 (3.1) 19.7 (2.9) 17.7 (3.0)
A significant difference was reported in age, gender, weight, height, and BMI by region.

Changes in mean scores in children’s anthropometrics, eating and exercise behaviors between 
pre vs. post intervention of MX 2017 in Italy (n=124)1

mean (SD) or %

pre post mean  
difference

p

1.  Anthropometrics 
Weight (kg) 
Height (cm) 
BMI (kg/m2)

40.4 (11.3)
147.8 (12.7)
18.2 (3.1)

41.2 (11.0)
150.8 (11.9)
17.8 (2.7)

0.73 
3.06 
-0.42 

0.60
0.05
0.24

2.  Exercise behaviors (days/week) 
Playing/being active outside after school  
Vigorous physical activity for ≥20 min 
Family exercise 

3.3 (2.0)
2.9 (1.8)
2.3 (1.8)

4.0 (2.1)
3.1 (1.8)
1.9 (1.8)

0.65 
0.25 
-0.40 

<0.001
0.08
0.06

3.  Sedentary behavior (hours/a school day) 
Recreational screen time 2.9 (2.6) 2.9 (2.6) 0.01 0.65

4.  Eating behaviors (times/week) 
Sugar-sweetened beverage intake  
Vegetable & Fruit intake  
Fast food intake  
Breakfast 

2.4 (3.5)
14.3 (8.9)
1.3 (2.4)
5.8 (2.3)

2.3 (3.7)
14.9 (9.8)
1.2 (2.7)
5.6 (2.5)

-0.17 
0.63 
-0.02 
-0.16 

0.51
0.13
0.93
0.51

5.  Self-perceived physical activity level 
Having more aerobic exercise than friends 
Being more physically active than friends

36.2
29.7 

23.3
50.9

-12.90 
21.20 

0.04
<0.001

1Numbers were varied according to subjects’ response.
Paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank sum test was used to find a significant mean difference in scores between pre- and post-intervention. 
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4. Conclusion

The Italian MX participants increased their exercise behaviors for being active after school (0.7 days/week, 
p=<0.001) and performing vigorous physical activities (0.3days/week, p=0.08) and were more likely to perceive 
themselves more physically active than friends (21.2%, p<0.01) after the intervention. However, their family 
exercise and self-perception for having more aerobic exercise than friends were decreased after the intervention. 
The sample size may cause biased results and hinder the subgroup analysis by age, gender and weight status at 
baseline. 

Appendix C. Suggestions for improving MX survey/intervention and data collection procedure

I. MX survey questionnaire

1.  Modifying four questions 
– Q8: having high rate of missing and multiple answers (>20%). 
– Q19-21: too easy; significantly high majority answered correctly (~90%).  

2.  Deleting “I don’t know” option 
– 10-30% of students chose “I don’t know” option (varying by questions).

3.  Supplementing additional knowledge questions about nutrition and physical fitness or asking about student’s 
body image and readiness of behavioral changes  

II. MX study design

To be competitive with other child health promotion programs,  

1. MX should be continued at least eight weeks to have significant changes in the children’s behaviors.

2.  MX should include at least four core modules for the MX participants, so all participants have a chance to 
learn the key knowledge and can be prepared to answer the survey questions.

3.  We suggest adhering to Taiwan team’s ‘Delayed start randomized control trial (RCT)’ design – first starting 
half of participants randomly chosen and then starting second half ’s intervention after a chosen interval – for 
MX to maintain a control group while adjusting for children’s natural height/ weight growth overtime in the 
examination of intervention effects.

III. A Guide to Mission X data collection and reporting procedure

* We recommend sharing the instruction to the participating teachers so their efforts can be delivered up to the 
final phase of the intervention and report of MX effectiveness.

1.  Pre-survey 
– Please assign an identification number for each student.  
– Student’s height and weight should be measured and recorded at school by a competent classroom teacher/  
   school nurse/ staff within one week of survey response completion. 
– Students should verify their gender and age and answer all questions and choose only one answer for the  
   multiple-choice questions. 

2.  Post-survey 
– Please use the same identification number of each student as assigned for pre-survey. 
– Student’s height and weight should be measured and recorded at school by a competent classroom teacher/ 
   school nurse/staff using same instruments within one week of survey response completion. 
– Students should answer all questions and choose only one answer for the multiple-choice questions.  

Survey Outcomes 2017
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– The student’s responses to the following items in pre and post surveys should be verified by the competent    
   classroom teacher/school nurse/staff before the final submission. 
   • Gender and grade should match. 
   • Height should be remain the same or increase over time. 
   • The pre-survey date should be earlier than the post-survey date.

•  If a responsible teacher/staff acknowledges errors in gender, grade, height and survey date after re-examination, 
the teacher/ staff should highlight the data to verify their confirmation.

PIs: Youfa Wang, MS, MD, PhD; Project Manager: Jungwon Min, MS, PhD
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Looking Forward to MX2018

For the first time since its inception the Forward Look for Mission X shows uncertainty. While NASA  
funding has been cut, growth around the world shows great promise. Many partner countries express a desire 
to continue while other countries have made clear the need for a non-profit organization such as a space  
agency to lead the project. 

NASA leadership has investigated numerous funding sources and entities, although none have been  
successful. As such, NASA contractor personnel have been reduced and Mission X 2018 plans are to  
continue with minimal support. The website will remain active and materials will remain available for all  
participants at the Train Like an Astronaut website (https://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/train-
likeanastronaut/home/index.html). 

As of the beginning of the Walk to the Moon Challenge, Mission X remains active with more countries  
participating than any other year. As has been the case since its inception, the collaborative efforts of  
numerous institutions and space agencies around the world work together to let all participants reach for  
the stars as they train like astronauts. 

The challenge for 2018 is continuing with plans to meet in Toulouse, France in summer 2018 for the Mission 
X: Train Like an Astronaut International Working Group face-to-face meeting.

MX TLA

2011 – 2018

https://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/trainlikeanastronaut/home/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/trainlikeanastronaut/home/index.html
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EARTH CHALLENGE
 

Children: 200
Teams involved: 2

Sites involved: 1
Cities involved: 1

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: FFG, GÖP
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions:  

Willka wara Observatory

How was Mission X 2017 organized and 
implemented in your country? 

Lo organizamos con una escuela publica, tres dias a la 
semana, con profesores de educacion fisica , biología 
y tecnología 

Major Points: 

 El compañerismo, fue lo mejor, y las ganas de los 
niños en participar, superaron las expectativas 

Participation in a closing event: 

No

Did your students participate in the  
pre-surveys?

No

Did your students participate in the post-
surveys?

No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

No

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Excelente 

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

www.willkawara.com

Testimonies 

MX Working Group aka Country Point of Contact: 
Lo preparare para subir a la pagina de MX 

Argentina

http://www.willkawara.com
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The project “Mission X – train like an astronaut” was run in Austria for the seventh time. The programme 
was run in collaboration between the Ars Electronica Center (AEC) in Linz and the Austrian Planetarium 
Society (GÖP). Stem&mint e.U. was operationally responsible for running the program, FFG and RUAG 
Space GmbH as well as Vienna Health Promotion Agency (WIG) provided financial support. The planetaria 
in Austria helped the Mission X team in Vienna to manage the whole program. The project started in August 
2016 with an extended information campaign for schools all over Austria. The Austrian Mission X website 
(www.mission-x.at) was again used for the application process. This year a strong collaboration between the 
newly established ESERO (European Space Education Resource Office) office was initiated and provided 
several new opportunities for the participating teachers.

In January 2017 Mission X started officially with 33 teams from 8 provinces and 20 regions/cities. This year 
we arranged two kick-off teacher trainings: One in Linz on 11 January and one in Vienna on 13 January.  
Mid of January the teams started their training. From March to April 2017 our team (Wolfgang Habison, 
Peter Habison, Kurt Anetzhuber, Harald Gamper) visited all the teams in their schools and gave them a  
“space lecture”. On 1 March together with the Austrian ESERO office we organized an MX-teachers day at 
AEC in Linz.

On 3 May the Austrian Mission X final event took place at Ars Electronica Center in Linz. 388 kids and 40 
teachers took part in the event and received their “Space Oscars” in the winning ceremony and had the chance 
to meet our Austrian Astronaut Franz Viehböck.

MOON CHALLENGE
 

Children: 682
Teams involved: 33

Adults: 40
Sites involved: 30

Cities involved: 20
Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: FFG, GÖP

Partners and/or Supporting Institutions:  
Ars Electronica Center, RUAG, ORF, WIG

Austria

How was Mission X 2017 organized and  
implemented in your country?
The programme was run in collaboration between the 
Ars Electronica Center (AEC) in Linz, the Austrian 
Planetarium Society (GÖP) and stem&mint e.U. 
(Peter Habison) who was responsible for running 
the program. FFG, RUAG Space GmbH as well as 
Vienna Health Promotion Agency (WIG) provided 
financial support.

Major Points: 
•  Information campaign for schools in Austria from 

September-October 2016.
•  Kick off meeting with teachers at AEC and FFG 

premises in Linz and Vienna on 11 and 13 January 
2017.

•  MX-teachers day on 1 March 2017 was organized 
together with the Austrian ESERO office at AEC  
in Linz.

•  Wolfgang Habison, Peter Habison, Kurt Anetzhu-
ber and Harald Gamper visited all the teams in 
their classrooms from March to April 2017.

•  Closing event on 3 May 2017 at “Ars Electronica 
Center” in Linz

Issues: 
•  The training period from January until the end of 

April is perfect! Keep it!
•   There are some severe inconsistencies on the web 

when loading up points: 
– Only 8 weeks available (old period!) 
– Names of missions in drop down menus are not   
   consistent with mission names

• Optimize existing missions
•  Use synergies with ESA ESERO offices where 

possible
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Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 
•  Own closing event at Ars Electronica Center in 

Linz on 3 May 2017. Participation of 388 kids, 40 
teachers and Austrian Astronaut Franz Viehböck. 
“Space Oscar” winning ceremony, Deep Space  
Presentation, ESA exhibition “Spaceship Earth”.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys?
No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?
No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries?
Not known

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:
•  Keep the training period running from January 

until the end of April like this year!
• Improve the website!
•  Do not add new missions, improve existing ones!

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2017:
• Yes, a participation for 2018 is planned

Internet sites/Press Releases: 
•  25 April 2017: „Kurier Burgenland“: „Fit wie 

Astronauten“
•  Week 18: BTV: „Schülerprojekt Weltraum VS 

Wolfsegg“http://www.btv.cc/v%C3%B6cklabruck/
sendung/2017_18/Sch%C3%BClerprojekt_Wel-
traum_VS_Wolfsegg/4146

•  3 May 2017: „Heute“: „Mission X in Linz: Schüler 
trainierten wie Astronauten“

•  https://www.facebook.com/MissionXAustria/

http://www.btv.cc/v%C3%B6cklabruck/sendung/2017_18/Sch%C3%BClerprojekt_Weltraum_VS_Wolfsegg/4146
http://www.btv.cc/v%C3%B6cklabruck/sendung/2017_18/Sch%C3%BClerprojekt_Weltraum_VS_Wolfsegg/4146
http://www.btv.cc/v%C3%B6cklabruck/sendung/2017_18/Sch%C3%BClerprojekt_Weltraum_VS_Wolfsegg/4146
 https://www.facebook.com/MissionXAustria/
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Testimonies
Teacher from Burgenland: „Lieber Peter Habison, 
liebes MX Team! Die Art, wie ihr die Preisverleihung 
gestaltet habt war so toll, gratuliere, das habt ihr 
euch richtig gut überlegt. Die Kinder haben vor stolz 
gestrahlt. Mission X war für uns alle (Kinder, Schule 
und Eltern) eine riesige Bereicherung und wird sicher 
lange Auswirkungen haben. Am liebsten würden die 
Kinder gleich wieder mitmachen.“

Country Point of Contact - Peter Habison, MX  
manager in Austria:
“In the seventh year of its existence Mission X was 
improving again. Never before we had so many active 
teams and teachers. The motivation of the teachers 
and students as well as the level of activities was  
extremely high. The winning team from Upper 
Austria was the best we ever had!“
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EARTH CHALLENGE, MOON CHALLENGE 
 

Children: 119
Teams involved: 6
Cities involved: 3

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Euro Space Center

Belgium

How was Mission X 2017 organized and 
implemented in your country? 

I send e-mails to many schools; announcement also 
on the Euro Space Center FB page and by ESERO.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 

2 days of space classe at the Euro Space Center for 20 
children; May 2th and 3th.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? 

No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? 

No

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Yes
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EARTH CHALLENGE, MOON CHALLENGE 
 

Children: 240
Teams involved: 8

Adults involved: 20
Sites involved: 7

Cities involved: 4
Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution:  

Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense and Louis Cruls Astronomy Club
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Municipal Government of  

the city of Rio de Janeiro, Municipal Government of the city of Campos dos Goytacazes,  
Secretary of Education of the State of Mato Grosso. 

How was Mission X 2017 organized and 
implemented in your country?

We opened registration after popularization of 
Mission X in social Media. All the teachers involved 
made contact by e-mail and received all the informa-
tions to develop the project. With frequency we had 
contact with the teams involved and motivate them 
to share images and reports of the activities in the 
Mission X’s homepage.

Major Points:                                                                                                               

Motivation of the students that participate in the 
project. Many of them now say that they will study 
to be an astronaut!!! 

Issues:

Will be great if students can participate in video 
conferences with astronauts and NASA’s and ESA’s 
scientists.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? Please describe the event and  
participation.

We didn’t organize one closing event. Each team 
organized your closing event.  

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys?

Students participate as volunteer in the project then 
to motivate them to join we make presentations 
about Astronomy and Astronautics.

Brazil
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Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?

No.

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries?

No.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

Will be great if students can participate in video 
conferences with astronauts and NASA’s and ESA’s 
scientists and Groups from different countries have 
opportunity to share experiences allowing students 
have interaction by video conferences.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Yes. Sure!!!

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibecon-
teudo?id=6767767

http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibecon-
teudo?id=6845903

http://mspontocom.com.br/site/educacao-proje-
to-da-nasa-missao-x-2017-inscricoes-abertas/

http://moodle.navedoconhecimento.org.br/course/
index.php?categoryid=116

https://spacenewsmtblog.wordpress.
com/2017/03/02/o-projeto-da-nasa-e-eu/

http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_
noticia=37457

http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_
noticia=37962

http://www.seduc.mt.gov.br/Paginas/Aluna-da-re-
de-estadual-de-MT-participa-de-projeto-da-Nasa.
aspx

http://g1.globo.com/mato-grosso/noticia/2016/10/
jovem-de-mt-que-quer-ser-astronauta-conhece-nasa-
um-sonho.html

Testimonies

MX Working Group aka Country Point of Contact:  It 
was a wonderful experience. Now we had the active 
participation of the most Brazilian city, city of Rio de 
Janeiro. Many students were involved and we had  a 
wonderful result: many students said that they want 
to be an Astronaut!!!

Brazil

http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibeconteudo?id=6767767
http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibeconteudo?id=6767767
http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibeconteudo?id=6845903
http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/guest/exibeconteudo?id=6845903
http://mspontocom.com.br/site/educacao-projeto-da-nasa-missao-x-2017-inscricoes-abertas/
http://mspontocom.com.br/site/educacao-projeto-da-nasa-missao-x-2017-inscricoes-abertas/
http://moodle.navedoconhecimento.org.br/course/index.php?categoryid=116
http://moodle.navedoconhecimento.org.br/course/index.php?categoryid=116
https://spacenewsmtblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/02/o-projeto-da-nasa-e-eu/
https://spacenewsmtblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/02/o-projeto-da-nasa-e-eu/
http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_noticia=37457
http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_noticia=37457
http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_noticia=37962
http://www.campos.rj.gov.br/exibirNoticia.php?id_noticia=37962
http://www.seduc.mt.gov.br/Paginas/Aluna-da-rede-estadual-de-MT-participa-de-projeto-da-Nasa.aspx
http://www.seduc.mt.gov.br/Paginas/Aluna-da-rede-estadual-de-MT-participa-de-projeto-da-Nasa.aspx
http://www.seduc.mt.gov.br/Paginas/Aluna-da-rede-estadual-de-MT-participa-de-projeto-da-Nasa.aspx
http://g1.globo.com/mato-grosso/noticia/2016/10/jovem-de-mt-que-quer-ser-astronauta-conhece-nasa-um-
http://g1.globo.com/mato-grosso/noticia/2016/10/jovem-de-mt-que-quer-ser-astronauta-conhece-nasa-um-
http://g1.globo.com/mato-grosso/noticia/2016/10/jovem-de-mt-que-quer-ser-astronauta-conhece-nasa-um-
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Description of the approach taken:

We contacted associations of parents-teachers (home-
schooling) and teachers’ associations.

We contacted too several companies or organizations 
like the Canadian Space Agency, or private compa-
nies (to create MX clubs for employees’ children).

Major Points:

Participants liked the project to be international.  
The advantage of MX-Train like an astronaut is 
that it encompasses several projects (sports, science, 
cultural activities, language etc.). So, every family 
could find benefits to this program. Some children 
particularly enjoy nutrition activities. One of them 
told us that he wanted to become a nutritionist for 
astronauts now!

The purpose of this report is to show the commitment of young Canadians to Train like an astronaut.  
This year we had participants but also a former participant who was a volunteer for the project. Three  
provinces have been involved and we hope to build bridges with the northern communities, and make a  
link with NASA’s MUREP (Minority University Research and Education Project).

2011 to 2014 we had 0 participants for MX Train like an astronaut. This year we had 460 participants, and 
our goal for 2018 is 1.000 participants. We started from nothing, but we continue little by little to grow our 
community.

A large community of home schoolers has participated this year and have integrated MX into their curricu-
lum. On the other hand, it was more difficult to approach teachers for reasons of budget (even if the project is 
free, teachers do not wish to commit themselves to show their displeasure to their ministry), strikes, etc.

This report will show you step by step what we have achieved this year. Several partnerships are underway.  
We are confident for 2018.

EARTH CHALLENGE, MOON CHALLENGE 
Children: 460 (160 participants registered on the website + 300  

participants for the NASA’s Space App Toronto in May)
Teams involved: 29 

Adults: 28
Sites involved: One team travels a lot for space camp and MX activities in Canada  

(Cosmodome), France (Toulouse, Space City), Spain, Iceland etc.
Cities involved: 50 cities and 3 provinces

Canada
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Testimony:

This year, we had a young volunteer, almost 13 
years, Tristan Cuny, to help for the NASA’s Apps 
Challenge Toronto, and for sending banners and 
stickers to teams. He has been very involved this year 
for the project Train like an astronaut and for STEM 
advocacy. In addition to physical or intellectual 
activities, MX Train like an astronaut gives 
participants a sense of belonging to an international 
group. We hope for the next year to involve other 
young people (high school level) in this process like 
volunteer. Young people are our best ambassadors.

Issues:

It is very difficult in the current context to contact 
teachers in different provinces. There are budget 
cuts everywhere. For example, last year in 2016, in 
Quebec, several schools refused all activities to show 
disagreement with the government.

Participation in a closing event:

Unfortunately, Canada did not organize any closing 
events this time nor partnered with other countries.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys?

No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?

No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
events:

Team Canada has concluded to the following  
recommendations:

–  Conclude partnerships for 2018 (Canadian Space 
Agency, private society etc.).

Canada
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–  Continue to meet directly with interested parties 
(ex.: NASA’s Apps Challenge Toronto).

–  Actually, we have teams in Quebec, Ontario and 
British Columbia. For 2018, we’ll try to expand 
teams for the others provinces, and especially those 
in the North (Nunavut, Yukon Territory, North-
west Territories), to make a link with the NASA’s 
MUREP (Minority University Research and 
Education Project and their efforts about  
American Indian and Alaskan Native. We have the 
same motivation with Canadian Indian and Inuit 
Native in STEM).

–  Find others Young Volunteers/PreMed for 2018 
(maybe one by province).

Willingness to support future Mission X 
events:

Canada is looking forward to participating in the 
2018 Mission.

Internet sites/Press Releases:

Space Apps Challenge Toronto: http://spaceappsto-
ronto.com/2017/youth.html

https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/murep/projects/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/murep/projects/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2014_murep_maianse.pdf
http://spaceappstoronto.com/2017/youth.html
http://spaceappstoronto.com/2017/youth.html
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MOON CHALLENGE 
Participating children: Boys= 795 Girls= 778 concluded  

the activities out of 1618 initially registered.
Participating adults: 451, including 69 Coordinators, 213 Parents, 150 other teachers,  

111 higher classes students and 8 volunteers.
Teams involved: 57 out of 59 initially registered participated up to the end.

Schools: 29
Number of Sites: 30

Trainers: A team of 5 experienced educators ready to support the activities on request,  
however, this year no face-to-face training was conducted.

Cities involved: 8: Bogota, Chinchiná, Facatativa, Floridablanca, Itagui, Magangué, Medellin, 
San Jacinto y Suesca

Departments: 4 i.e. Distrito Capital, Cundinamarca, Antioquia, Caldas, Bolivar,  
Risaralda y Santander

Colombia

Data Summary MX Colombia 2016

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Teams (End/Start) 20/24 72 / 90 57/37 51/59 57/59

Children (End/Start) 512/761 1543/1617 1389/1160 1174/1806 1522/1618

Adults 93 294 171 190 451

Coordinators 20 72 46 73 69

Other Teachers 39 118 75 47 150

Parents 20 48 20 35 213

Other Students 14 36 30 23 111

Other Volunteers N/A 20 N/A 12 8

Schools/Sites 16/20 41/52 16/32 29/30 29/32

Trainers 4 8 5 5 5

Training Sites 1 2 1 0 0

Cities 3 16 12 5 9

Regions 2 6 5 4 7

Blog Uploading Teams 15/20 49/72 29/57 27/59 25/57

Points Uploading Teams 15/20 46/72 14/57 26/59 23/57

First Survey (Sch/Tea/Stu) 8/10/200 593(?) NA NA 12/19/454

Second Survey (Sch/Tea/Stu) 9/10/166 266(?) NA NA 16/15/403

Lead Institution Fundación Horizonte 2050

Supporting Institutions Colombian Space Commission, Bogota District  
Planetarium, Colombian Air Force

The objective of the Foundation in implementing Mission X is to reach, with preference, the population with 
less opportunity. The project therefore addresses public schools, locations in rural, distant and of difficult 
accessibility areas.

The implementation of MX in Colombia is based on the voluntary work and in-kind contributions of the 
participants. The Foundation CH2050 finances the direction, management and coordination of the project, 
with no monetary contribution from other entities.

Organisation and Implementation of MX 2017 in Colombia

For MX 2017, Colombia participated in the Moon Challenge. The registration officially initiated in November 
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Figure 4.  Girls and Boys by Age (B=795/ G=778)Figure 3. Participant Students by Age

2016, according to the international planning.  
However, the late incorporation of schools classes (mid 
January to mid February) results in late registrations. 
In order to cope with this issue, CH2050 adopted a 
different approach to teams registration. A bulk set of 
accounts was registered in advance, under the Mission 
X Colombia mail account in order to cope with the 
singularity of some cases. This approach results in a 
good and progressive registration, management of 
teams and leaders information, facilitating also the  
resolution of registration complexities and, most  
important, the incorporation of latecomer teams. 

With regards to the initiation of activities, CH2050 
continues promoting Local Inaugural Events in 
individual schools; this allows for a good adaptation 
of schools to the MX activities while not interrupt-
ing their obligations. This approach facilitates the 
familiarisation of other teachers, parents and students 
with the project. This has also solved the difficulty of 
coordinating the participation of teams coming from 
the different and distant regions. 

Regarding the implementation of the activities, some 
guides are being used in their original version, which 

helps the MX objective of promoting English as a 
second language. Feedback received from the teachers 
range on one side, from the declared appreciation of 
the opportunity to engage the students in the task of 
understanding the subject of the guide and also for 
the opportunity to use the internet to understand the 
concepts even using the automatic translations tools 
available on the web, and on the other, to plainly 
requesting that all guides be translated to Spanish. 

In addition to the standard activities, CH2050 
continues with the implementation of the Astronauts 
Inter-Relational Skills as a way to promote Social 
Coexistence and Efficiency. 

We appreciate the incorporation of the new activity 
led by the Canadian astronaut related to this specific 
important topic. We consider MX a good means to 
promote the acquisition of these skills for students 
and teachers as well. 

In the context of the Astronaut Relational Skills 
teachers train the young “Team of Astronauts” on 
the basis of a set of proposed courses in the lines of 
Coexistence and Efficiency, Plurality, Identity and 
Differences, Communication Skills, Participation and 

Figure 2. Trend of Participation
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Responsibility, Knowledge and Perception, Cognitive 
Processes and Integration Skills; All these supposed 
to be necessary elements for Astronauts in their space 
travels as for anyone on earth in his society.

To enhance the interest of the participants, 
CH2050 launched 4 national competitions 
this year:

1.  Video Presentation: “Introduce your MX Team”. 
This activity aims to wake the awareness of the 
students on their participation in an international 
context.

2.  Astronaut Social Skills: “Learning to Live with 
your Astronauts Team during the Space Missions”. 
This activity stresses the efforts on the acquisition 
of these specific social skills, as explained above. 

3.  Blogging and Performance: “Publications and 
Performance”. The aim of this competition is to 
promote the publications of the Mission Reports 
and to improve their quality, in parallel to having 
a visibility of the efforts placed by the different 
teams in order to assess their participation.

4.  Acquisition of a Second Language:  “Use of 
English as a Second Language”. The objective is 
to enhance the students and teachers interest for 
learning and using this language as a predominant 
vehicle of communication.

Due to the late incorporation of schools to the 2017 
campaign in Colombia, MX Activities concluded  
at a later date i.e. on the 10th of July. At this date the 
access to Mission X web is closed to the participants 
in the Moon Challenge. This, again, allowed for some 
compensation for delays introduced in the registration 
period and for the recollection of additional useful 
data. 

The Closure Event will be conducted in end October 
2017, together with MX 2018 Promotion Activities.

Training

CH2050 established a Team of Trainers that remains 
ready to support any concern or provide any support 

Colombia
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to other teams during the mission.

Guidance has been provided to newcomers and  
experienced team leaders as required; by phone and 
Skype videoconferences.

Inaugural Event

As for last year, Local Inaugural Events are promoted 
in individual schools, striving for making the rest 
of the students (young and old) and other teachers 
aware of the participation of the school and teams in 
this type of projects.

Survey

This year Colombia reinitiated its participation in the 
international survey.

As shown in Figure 1,454 students participated in the 
initial survey and 403 on the final.

A number of challenges had to be resolved already 
from the launch of the activity up to the preparation 
of the data for delivery. 

All participating schools obtained 
from the parents and school princi-
pals the informed authorisation for 
participation and utilisation of the 
data. This appears to have been a 
time consuming process.  

The confidentiality is ensured by 
incorporating identification codes 
assigned by the leaders to each of 
the participant students. Only the 
code is attached to the ingested 
data.

The Initial and Final surveys were 
implemented with Google Forms, 
which facilitated the data recollec-
tion and processing. The limitation 

Fig. 4.  Teams Points Contribution 2017

Fig. 5.  Glance view of Teams Performance 2017

A global glance perception of the performance of this 
group is presented in the following table. 

Teams Activities Points 
1 3 475

2 7 900

3 22 2500

4 23 2500

5 22 2600

6 22 2680

7 13 1380

8 14 1540

9 15 1400

10 23 2500

11 26 2780

12 12 1335

13 10 1155

14 16 1375

15 25 2650

16 6 735

17 16 1890

18 7 590

19 2 319

20 7 640

21 23 2700

22 23 2500

23 22 2400
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of functionality provided by this Google application 
did not allow a well-controlled ingestion of the data 
and as a consequence it was required to implement 
an intensive Data Consolidation Process, including 
back and forth contact with the schools, in order to 
deliver a consistent data set.

Activities

Colombia has implemented 26 basic activities, two 
Circuit Trainings and in addition the nationally  
proposed Astronaut Inter-Relational Skills, analogue  
to the Cultural competency introduced by the  
Canadian Astronaut.

From the 59 teams initially registered only 57 conclud-
ed activities. From these, only 23 entered points and 
25 contributed to the blogging activity. Due to the late 
registration and closure of schools, as a consequence of 
other interruptions and education strikes at national 
level, few teams had completed the activities at the 
date of closure of the competition. For this reason, the 
main activities continued up to the 10 July, date of 
closure of the web page for the Moon Challenge.

In addition, some of the teams have reported a range 
of difficulties, which reduced their performance. To 
cope with the specificities, a dedicated support has 
been provided to a good number of these teams by 
teleconference, helping them to implement, in the 
most attractive way, the activities with their students.

This year, Colombia has contributed with 444 blog 
publications, only second to Austria. 

All these publications have been catalogued and  
analysed against the proposed activities and the 
quality of the communication. It is to note that this 
is a good feedback for the participating teams and a 
powerful tool to assess teams efforts and performance 
and for the assessment of the efficiency of Mission X 
in Colombia.

Major Points 

For this year it is important to highlight that we have 
been able to engage students in areas of former con-

flict in the country. The Foundation is currently in 
talks with the administration in the region to incor-
porate a good number of schools in the area.

Issues

Registration
All data required for teams registration and manage-
ment of the project was collected directly on Internet 
using Google data ingestion forms. Each registration 
event was then effected by assigning the team an 
existing account that had been previously registered 
under misionx-colombia@outlook.com.

Again, this new approach allowed for an accommo-
dation to the particularities of the school calendar in 
Colombia. Gathering of the required information in 
this way improved the registration process. The fact 
that additional information could be obtained facil-
itated the implementation phase through the close 
contact with leaders/schools. 

Its recognised that this approach remains time con-
suming and will have to be optimised in case of in-
crease of the number of registration; this would have 
to be carefully planned for the coming opportunities.

Certificates, Badges, Flags and Banners
We reiterate our recognition to NASA for the  
delivery of this material, which is very appreciated  
by the schools. Flags, Banners and Badges are  
considered a good souvenir and motivation for the 
leaders and students.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 

The Closure Event was conducted at the end of Oc-
tober together with MX 2018 Promotion Activities. 

At this occasion, the certificates, as an evidence of 
participation to the activities will be extended to 
the participants. It is still considered that the objec-
tive of this manifestation is to recognise the efforts 
placed by the participants and to give the students an 
earned-souvenir of their positive experience with MX 

Colombia

mailto:misionx-colombia@outlook.com
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as well as motivation to continue applying the lessons 
leaned thorough this MX Campaign.

Further to the above, additional awards associated to 
the nationally introduced competitions will be given 
to the winning participants.

Interactions with other Countries

No interaction has been planned or reported. 

Recommendations for Future Mission X 
Challenges

Some schools requested Spanish versions of the Ac-
tivity guides. This is a point that we need to consider 
taking into account of our interest in promoting the 
use of the English as a second language in our context. 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 2017

Colombia will participate in Mission X 2018.  
Teachers and schools are highly motivated.

Conclusion

We are very confident that Mission X will continue 
under the aegis of NASA for the coming years. 

For our students and educators Mission X is  
another opportunity to enjoy and learn in an easy 
way, a multidisciplinary project that stimulate the 
students and makes them more receptive to different 
education topics.

This year again, our team leaders declare the interest 
in participation new editions an even some of them 
are requesting the possibility to also participate in 
the “Walk around the Earth Challenge”. In their 
perception Mission X is a project with high and wide 
social impact that provides the possibility to interact, 
influence and motivate a wide population of student, 
obtaining remarkable interest, conviction and results 
from the students. 

Foundation CH2050 also looks forward to Colom-
bia’s participation in Mission X for the coming years.
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MOON CHALLENGE 
 

Children: 37
Teams involved: 2

Adults: 2
Sites involved: 1

Cities involved: 1
Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Cyprus Space  

Exploration Organisation (CSEO)

Major Points: 

On top of the physical education activities, we held a 
number of presentations (using Mission X material) 
that were part of a science festival. These presenta-
tions were attended by over 100 people. Also, at the 
end of Mission X we held an astronight which was a 
major success with over 200 participants.

Issues: 

We encountered no real issues implementing the 
activities, everything went quite smoothly. We could 
have involved more schools, but we feel that we need 
to grow the number of participating schools gradually 
to scale up the demand.

Participation in a closing event:

As above, we held a Mission X closing event that was 
an astronight. It was a major success with over 200 
participants.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? 

No  

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? 

No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

No

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018:

We would like to participate in Mission X 2018 and 
expand the number of schools joining.

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

We didn’t do any major media coverage last year, as 
it was our trial year, but we did build up the expec-
tation for next year via radio shows, our website and 
a cooperation with the Ministry of Education for 
Mission X 2018.

Due to the age of the children (6-12) and the profile 
of the schools attending (children of ambassadors and 
politician etc.) we could not get parents’ permission 
to photograph their children. We are hoping that 
based on the success of last year’s activities the parents 
and the schools would be more open to the possibili-
ty of some pictures and video for this year.

Cyprus
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 199

Teams involved: 10
Adults: 12

Sites involved: 10
Cities involved: 10 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: ESERO Czech Republic

Major Points: 

The Czech Republic participated only in Walk to the 
Moon Challenge. This year were used the new mis-
sion layouts translated into Czech for the first time. 
The layouts have met with really positive feedback 
from the teachers. The pupils and the teachers have 
had an educational and fun expedition to the Moon 
and many of them already look forward to participate 
next year. 

Issues: 

•  Missing teachers training for better explaining what 
is the Mission X and how the teachers and pupils 
could benefit from it. 

•  Account set-up. The procedure is very hard and 
the fact that they need first to contact us to get the 
password and then go on a different website creates 
a bit of confusion.

Participation in a closing event: 

Czech Republic is not participating in official closing 

event. Some activities related to Closing event are 
included in ESERO activities. Rewards to participat-
ing teams were delivered during ESERO activities in 
participating schools.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys?

No

How was Mission X 2017 organized and implemented in your country?

Mission X was led by ESERO Czech Republic. Main role was support all interested and participating schools 
and advertising of Mission X at national level.

Promotion of Mission X: Train like an Astronaut was primarily via the website of ESERO Czech Republic 
and web of partner´s institutions, channels on social media and at specific events where ESERO presented its 
activities like Elixir for Schools, Researcher´s night, Touch the Space Conference, trough the mailing list and 
dedicated micro site on ESERO Czech website. 

Before the start Mission X 2017 ESERO Czech have created new layouts except translation into Czech for 
all of the missions. After the beginning of Mission X ESERO have been supporting all  participating schools 
mostly providing information about the missions, answering questions related to the Mission X and astronau-
tics in general. 

We have also distributed the banners and flags to participating teams.

Czech Republic
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Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?

Yes, results are pending.

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

No.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

Keep trying to design more scientific activities. Some 
activities handouts should be shorter and more user 
friendly.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Yes.

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

ESERO CZE

www.esero.sciencein.cz/mise-x

https://www.facebook.com/MiseX.czech/

Testimonies 

Children: Where is the astronauts’ school? When the 
Space was born?
Teachers: Thank you for giving the unique oppor-
tunity participate in this project. Kids were really 
excited about it.

Czech Republic

http://www.esero.sciencein.cz/mise-x
https://www.facebook.com/MiseX.czech/
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CHALLENGE  
Children: 2,705

Teams involved: 58
Adults: 116

Sites involved: 48
Cities involved: 40 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Tycho Brahe Planetarium (TBP)
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: House of Natural Sciences (HNS)

Major Points:                                                                                                           

-  A large increase in the number of students partici-
pating in MX DK. 

-  A welcome video made to MX17 by Andreas  
Mogensen from JSC.

-  A broader participation of students from all areas  
of Denmark

-  An event at HNS, where the students had a Skype 
call with the Danish astronaut, Andreas Mogensen, 
as well as did a number of different space related 
activities.

-  We did not receive any external funding this year 
unfortunately.

Issues:

-  Next year Mission X will be a part of the new  
established ESERO DK, and will have funding for 
the next several years.

Participation in a closing event: 

-  HNS had an event on May 23rd. 

-  136 students participated. All students were 3rd 
graders.

-  The day is filled with adapted MX activities, made 
into a startour by Tycho Brahe Planetarium.

-  All students were given MX goodies to bring home.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys?

No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?

No

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

In the last quarter of 2016 TBP and HNS both recruited new teams for MX17. This was done through a 
number of different channels (websites, newsletters, articles).

Throughout the spring, newletters were sent out regularly, and on May 23rd, the House of Natural Sciences 
hosted a Mission X event for 136 students from 3rd grade.  

All information have been found on the website for Tycho Brahe Planetarium and the new astra* website. 
astra* is the new national centre for formal learning in natural sciences.

Denmark

THE PROGRAMME MAY 23RD
Time: Activity

9:00 Arrival to HNS

9:10 Welcomme and programme presentation

9:25 Cardio activity

9:45 Fruit and break

10:00 Astro-startour (developed by TBP)

 12.00 Lunch

12:30 Skype with Andrea Mogensen - questions 
from students

13:00 Mission X peptalk

13:30 Goodbuy
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Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

The format has greatly improved by bringing in 
partners from other parts of the country, and we have 
worked hard to ensure a stable financial support for 
the project in the next years.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Of course we will 

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.planetariet.dk/skoler/mission-x-2017

Denmark

http://www.planetariet.dk/skoler/mission-x-2017
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CHALLENGE  
Children: N/A

Teams involved: N/A
Adults: N/A

Sites involved: N/A
Cities involved: N/A 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Austria, Belgium, Czech republic,  
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway,  

Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom

Major Points: 

Provide the important highlights that best represent 
Mission X 2017 in your country.                                                                                                           

Issues: 

Provide lessons learned from Mission X 2017 areas 
that need attention.

It is important that each European country that has 
a national astronaut who will be on mission collab-
orates via ESA to arrange any video recordings for 
MX. There is a protocol for this in place to ensure 
the time of the astronaut is used effectively and for 
the benefit of all MX participants. As this involves 
translations and astronaut time, this needs to be done 
through official channels. 

Participation in a closing event: 

ESA was invited by 3 countries to support the closing 
events (The Netherlands, Italy and Romania).

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? N/A

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? N/A

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? N/A

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

Would request all country points of contact (Eu-
ropean) to kindly let ESA know of your deadlines 
for registration to MX (2018) so that the next web 
announcement from ESA can reflect the information 
which may differ from the official closing dates. 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018:

ESA will continue to support MX 2018.

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

The agency has appointed a dedicated contact person who deals with all issues/communications that relate 
to the Mission X project. This includes arranging any and all astronaut recordings both on the ground and 
on Station. The scripts are prepared with inputs from the national country point of contact and video shoots 
arranged at the European Astronaut Centre.

European Space Agency
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Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/
Calling_all_primary_schools_-_Would_you_like_to_
train_like_an_astronaut_in_2017

Testimonies

Children: N/A

Teachers: N/A

MX Working Group aka Country Point of Contact:

Ms. Shamim Hartevelt.

Educational Outreach Officer

Education and Knowledge Management Office

Strategy Department

Director General’s Services

ESTEC

Keplerlaan 1, PO Box 299

NL-2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

shamim.hartevelt@esa.int | www.esa.int/education

T +31 71 565 6559 | F +31 71 565 5590

European Space Agency

http://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/Calling_all_primary_schools_-_Would_you_like_to_train_l
http://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/Calling_all_primary_schools_-_Would_you_like_to_train_l
http://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/Calling_all_primary_schools_-_Would_you_like_to_train_l
http://www.esa.int/education
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 269

Teams involved: 18
Adults: 18

Sites involved: 10
Cities involved: 9 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Resource center för mathematics, science 
and technologi in school, Centre for lifelong learning, Åbo Akademi University

Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Nordic ESERO

Major Points: 

Provide the important highlights that best represent 
Mission X 2017 in your country. Some classes have 
focused more on the physical activities and health 
aspects and some focus more on different phenomena 
in the space. In our new national school curricu-
lum interdisciplinary themes are emphasized. The 
MX-project is just perfect for this focusing area. For 
the first time we had one Finnish-speaking team 
participating. We also had the opportunity to wel-
come the Swedish school in London in our group.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                          

Issues: 

We still do have problems to motivate the teams to 
upload points on the project website.

Participation in a closing event: 

In Finland no big closing event is organized. (The 
classes would have to travel a long way and travel-
ing is expensive for the municipalities.) Some of the 
teams have organized their own closing events.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? 

No, not this year

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? 

No, not this year

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

Although we recommended the teams to be in con-
tact with other teams in other countries by using e.g. 
Skype no team has informed us about any contact 

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

Mission X 2017 has been organized in Finland by “Resurscenter för matematik, naturvetenskap och teknik 
i skolan”, a project within the university of Åbo Akademi in Turku. The MX-organization (one person) has 
worked in collaboration with Nordic ESERO in Norway. The participating schools are mostly Swedish- 
speaking schools situated at the coastal line of Finland. The information about Mission X was sent out to the 
headmasters in all schools and via the project´s website and group in Facebook.  

Finland
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taken. Only contact via reading about other countries 
on the MX-website. 

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges: 

We have provided the teams with several links to 
more space-related teaching-materials and websites in 
Swedish. The teachers found the material useful.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Yes, we are willing to participate in 2018

Internet sites/Press Releases:

Shortly before the start of the MX2017 we had a short 
information about the project in the local radio news.

Testimonies

Children: Interesting! We have learned a lot!

Teachers:

-  It was fantastic to take space to the physical educa-
tion. Many of my pupils ate really small portions 
and no vegetables at all. Now the portion includes 
vegetables and everyone will get their everyday 
vitamins

-  We built a spaceship, made planets outside and also 
investigated shadow and planet earth, what is shad-
ow.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cZs8VF-
pdpo&index=7&list=PLFAM98ZMjI129MZ2RY-
DomjXqX1Axuz9V

Finland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cZs8VFpdpo&index=7&list=PLFAM98ZMjI129MZ2RYDomjXqX1Axuz9V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cZs8VFpdpo&index=7&list=PLFAM98ZMjI129MZ2RYDomjXqX1Axuz9V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cZs8VFpdpo&index=7&list=PLFAM98ZMjI129MZ2RYDomjXqX1Axuz9V
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 11,290

Teams involved: 313
Adults: 370

Sites involved: 30
Cities involved: 272 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: CNES (Centre National d’études spatiales)
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Cité de l’Espace, Cité des Sciences  

et de l’Industrie (Universciences) for closing events

To learn more about what CNES is doing to get 
students inspired about human spaceflight, check out 
http://www.cnes-jeunes.fr/ & https://proxima.cnes.
fr/fr.

To learn more about what ESA is doing to get 
students inspired about human spaceflight, check out 
www.esa.int/education.

Events:

–  1 final event (inflight call with T. Pesquet on board 
the ISS organized at Cnes Toulouse: 200 kids on 
April 27th)

–  Salon du Bourget (Paris Air Show) in June : 2 
invited classes 

2017 Mission eXplore ambassador was French Astronaut, Thomas Pesquet. The French astronaut has inspired 
many children in France and all around the world! For its 6th Mission X edition, CNES has decided to 
enlarge the information to all French schools and almost tripled the usual participation.

France

http://www.cnes-jeunes.fr/
https://proxima.cnes.fr/fr
https://proxima.cnes.fr/fr
http://www.esa.int/education
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Mission eXplore 2017 ressources:

Activities:

The speed of light 

How can you perform a test and improve your 
concentration and hand-eye reaction time ?

•  Mon meilleur score est de 3 cm, l’entraînement ne 
l’a pas amélioré. – Karine

•  Je me suis amélioré pendant ce jeu et c’était génial . 
Mon meilleur score était 2 cm. – Louis

•  C ‘est un exercice qui a amélioré mon temps de 
réaction et mes réflexes. Mon meilleur score est de 5 
cm. – Evan

•  C était bien, un peu dur et mon score n a pas été 
amélioré avec l’entraînement. – Louna

•  Mon meilleur score est 1 cm. Au début je stressais 
un peu et  j’ai fait tomber une seule fois la règle. 
J’aurais aimé le faire avec des gants comme ceux de 
Thomas Pesquet. – Thibault

Hydratation station 

Ça c’était la partie la moins fatigante !

On a du tous aller aux toilettes : la maîtresse nous a 
demandé de regarder la couleur de notre urine et de 
comparer avec le test d’urine simulée pour savoir si 
on était bien hydraté. Pendant la journée, nous avons 

France
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bu, plus que d’habitude, et avons surveillé la couleur 
de nos urines pour voir si cela avait des effets rapides 
ou lents et si cela changeait d’une personne à l’autre.

 

Quelques panneaux pour le self du collège 
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France
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 721

Teams involved: 25
Cities involved: 12 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: DLR, DLR_School_Lab Cologne

Major Points: 

•  The important highlights of MissionX 2017 in 
Germany were definitely the events with the 
teachers and also the activities with the children 
during their stay at the DLR_School_Lab and the 
exhibition ‘Forscha’.  
Besides it is still very important to stay in contact 
with the teachers and provide technical support 
regarding the MX Website. We had 20 Blog entries 
this year and roughly 2900 uploaded points, which 
is a very good progress for MX in Germany. 

•  This year we offered a prize for the group writing 
the most and/or best blogs. This might have helped 
a bit to increase the number of blogs.

Issues: 

This year, the teachers did not report about problems 
in navigating on the MX Website. Probably this is 
due to the website transition which improved the 
accessibility considerably. However, the translation 
of the website into German language needs some 

improvement. Although English has been a school 
subject in Germany for many years now, we have 

1.  We organized events for teachers in 3 cities in Germany (Cologne, Braunschweig and Neustrelitz). These 
events included a detailed presentation about space, astronauts and the ISS. Furthermore we offered a 
workshop on MissionX, which contained important information about the main goals of the project, 
registration procedure and also ideas and suggestions how to implement MX in class. 
This approach was once again very successful, because it provided sufficient for questions and discussion 
about experiences from the last years of MX. 
However, it seems still difficult to motivate teachers for MX in Germany. 
We will try to offer similar events for MX2018. However, since Merve Seckin will no longer be available, 
we will have to find and train new staff.

2.  In addition to the teachers’ events we had an exhibition stand with MX activities for children (exhibition 
“Forscha” in Munich, two days). 
Although we had numerous interested visitors at our stand and many children had much fun of course, no 
team registered in this region. Thus we do not plan to repeat that activity.

3.  Individual E-Mails with further instructions were sent to the participating teachers. These included topics 
like ‘How to blog?’ or ‘How to submit points?’.

4.  Furthermore we promoted MissionX on the DLR-Homepage DLR_next and during visits to our DLR_
School_Lab. For that we completed several activities with the children and demonstrated the teachers how 
these activities can be easily integrated into their classes.

Germany
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seen that especially primary school teachers have 
some problems understanding English texts. 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2017: Yes

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.dlr.de/schoollab/desktopdefault.aspx/
tabid-1917/2725_read-48014/

This map shows the sites of DLR and of the 
DLR_School_Labs. We offered events for teachers 
in Köln (Cologne), Braunschweig and Neustrelitz 
and had an exhibition stand in München (Munich). 
MX2017-Teams were active in the red marked cities. 
It is obvious, that teachers’ events were successful. 
(However not the exhibition activities.)

Germany

http://www.dlr.de/schoollab/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-1917/2725_read-48014/
http://www.dlr.de/schoollab/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-1917/2725_read-48014/
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 891

Teams involved: 21
Adults: 45

Schools involved: 21
1 Team from a School of Greek native language in Munchen, Germany

Cities involved: 17
Lead Institution: Ellinogermaniki Agogi

Approach taken: 

The teams got involved in a large number of selected 
activities and the vast majority of them succeeded 
in completing Level 3. The shots and videos posted 
establish the high calibre and the dedication of 
the school teachers involved. MX Country Lead, 
Athina Primikiri, provided valuable assistance to all 
the educators and especially the inexperienced ones 
giving them all the necessary guidance and insight 
regarding the enrollment procedures, timetables and 
plenty of advice about how to apply the programme 
more efficiently. Communication was conducted 
through email, by phone or even on a personal basis 
whenever that was possible. The badges for pupils 
and the flags were sent through mail at schools or 
even delivered personally. Certificates of participation 
were issued under the provision of the Country Lead. 
Nevertheless, there were a few cases of teachers who 
in spite of having been enrolled to the programme 
they abstained from being actively involved and 

refrained from posting. Moreover, a small minority 
of the teachers implemented the programme last 

The MissionX: Train like an Astronaut Challenge is implemented in Greece for a third year in an row. Its 
central feature concerns the increasing amount of pupils, teachers and towns that take part in it throughout 
Greece. It has currently reached 17 different cities in diverse areas of the country.

This year a dramatic rise has been noticed in the interest that adults, particularly parents have shown in the 
aftermath of the posting of the MX invitation (including a photo of a Greek school) in Teachers’ Corner, 
presented at ESA’s site. These parents have actively disseminated the insight given from the Country Lead 
at their children’s schools. Despite the increasing interest the school teachers evinced they failed to apply 
the programme’s initiatives as they had already set up other activities. However, they revealed an admirable 
willingness and zest to put it into effect the following year.

MX principles provided teachers the chance (especially those that embraced its content) to collaborate smoothly 
as a team and to approach the Action in a cross-curricular way. As a result, the outcomes were extremely 
encouraging. Their expertise in various sectors - for example in Primary Schools teachers, in foreign languages, 
in Physical Education, in Art and Music - endowed the programme with a multiple diversity covering a wide 
array of activities and an additional value. 

Greece uploaded a total of 151 posts during the implementation of the programme and attained fifth position 
in posting.

Greece
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year opted out of it this year -as they had the same 
children again- and chose instead other engagements.

It is crucial to mention at this point that the overall 
campaign for the promotion and dissemination of 
the Action is solely funded by the Country Lead 
every single year.

Major Points 

MissionX  was applied either as unique action or as 
an integral part of the subject area of “Space”. In both 
instances the feedback received from school teachers 
was evaluated as vital and inspirational for themselves 
as well as for the pupils involved. The educators 
pointed out the programme’s flexibility in coping 
with various demands and needs a factor that is re-
sponsible for enlivening the pupils imagination. This 
was facilitated further by the continuous flow from 
one activity to the next. Through this emotive-hands-
on learning experience the pupils managed to release 
their creativity, boost their self-esteem and assume 
an energetic attitude towards life. It is worth noting 
that a few reserved, introvert cases were turned into 
dynamic participants because they were encouraged 
to become active members of a team.  They therefore 
apart from joining most of the activities performed 
really well, got keenly socialized and discovered 
some of their latent potentials. Generally, the entire 
learning process was evidently enriched and enhanced 
by an innovatory more accessible to the kids method 
of approaching and coming to terms with their own 
skills and capabilities.

We should also emphasize that this was the first 
year that a delegation from a school of Greek native 
language in Munchen-Germany participated in the 
programme. This was the result of a visit that the 
Country Lead had paid to the particular school after 
being officially  invited. The group of 20 pupils that 
composed this team (aged 7) was the first to receive 
the memorabilia that were supplied to us the day 
before the journey. The Country Lead briefed thor-
oughly all the Greek teachers in Munchen about the 
importance, reasoning, functioning and aims of MX 
in a meeting that was organized by the Principal for 

Greece
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that purpose. The feedback received from the pupils 
and the teachers that were trained was found more 
than satisfactory.

Issues

Despite the courageous efforts exerted by individuals 
for the popularization and diffusion of MX not a 
single formal educational actor or body in Greece has 
taken the initiative on board. This is considered to be 
of tremendous significance for the future dissemina-
tion of the action as it would give an unprecedented 
impetus to its popularity across the country. The ris-
ing number of educators involved in the programme 
year by year emanates from word of mouth by 
teachers members of MX as well as from the Country 
Leads social acquaintances and networking rather 
than from any formal authority.

Participation in a closing event

Some schools will be holding a special event dedicat-
ed to presenting MX at the end of the schools term. 
It won’t be a coordinated effort across the country as 
each school will organize it separately. The Country 
Lead was invited to attend several of these festivities 
taking place across Attica. One school with a group 
of 150 pupils held an evening event focused on 
“Space” and MX last February. Parents participated 
and the school building was decorated with pupil’s 
handcrafts related to the topic. The Country Lead 
also attended the celebration and made a speech on 
the utility of the educational challenge in front of a 
large audience.

Recommendations for future MissionX 
challenges

It is a very strong motive for the MX contributing 
Greek teachers to possess a certificate sponsored by 
the NASA (the sample could be sent directly to the 
Country Lead of each country and not being avail-
able in the web) as an evidence of their participation- 
in order this to be included in their CV.

Internet sites/Press Releases

A number of schools publicized their involvement in 
the Action in the local Press and even posted a video 
at youtube.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 2018

Yes
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EARTH AND MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 3,402

Teams involved: 151
Adults: 340

Sites involved: 50
Cities involved: 31

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Italian Space Agency
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Council for agricultural research and analysis of 

the agrarian economy (CREA – Italian leading authority in nutrition) 

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

The 2017 edition of the International educational project Mission X – Train like an Astronaut was coordinated 
in Italy by the Italian Space Agency (ASI) in collaboration with the Agricultural Research Council – Nutrition 
Department (CREA), a National Research Organization which operates under the supervision of the Ministry 
of Agriculture, with general scientific competence within the fields of agriculture, agroindustry, food, fishery and 
forestry. CREA has collaborated in particular during the teachers training, developing contents and presentations 
about food and nutrition.

In July 2016 we published the call on the ASI web site, giving the possibility to all interested schools in the 
country to participate in the project. In order to facilitate the school participation, in the call we published a 
calendar with the most important dates of the project: registration deadline, teachers training days, website 
opening, beginning of the challenge and Italian final event. The participation in Italy during the MX 2017 
increased from 1930 students to 3402 students, with an increasing percentage of 76%. This important 
achievement mainly depends on the work ASI does to promote the initiative and to organize the final event 
always with the presence of an Italian astronaut. The Italian MX final events always have a big media coverage, 
as during last edition, with the final event in Matera with the participation of the ESA Italian astronaut Luca 
Parmitano that met the children and gave great resonance to the program. 

As every year, to better prepare the teachers and, consequently, students, we organized a teacher training day, 
which took place in ASI headquarter in January 2017. CREA experts in the fields of nutrition and health 
participated in order to provide teachers with the necessary background to be transmitted to students and avoid 
the most common mistakes on food and nutrition. 

At the teachers training ASI invited a teacher that has participated to the MX project since the beginnings and 
that also works with disability. He told the other teachers his experience and gave some suggestions about how to 
perform the activities.

The teacher training day was broadcast live, thanks to an online platform which allowed to all teachers located 
all over Italy to participate in the training, and have been recorded and distributed as an extra support tool. More 
than one hundred teachers participated to the training days, both in person or online. 

In January ASI sent to the teachers the MX pre-survey to be filled by students. We received back the forms from 
40 teams.

In April, ASI sent to all the participating schools the flags and stickers form NASA/ESA, and also a copy of 
“AstroNotes -The Astronaut Agenda”, that was distributed to all the participating students. In April we have also 
invited the MX participants to watch the movie “Wall-E” at the ASI Headquarter in Rome. 

In May 2017, ASI has organized in ASI Headquarter in Rome the final event of the program, with the 
participation of 500 students and the ESA Italian Astronaut Paolo Nespoli.

In May ASI has sent to the teachers the post-survey to be filled from students.

Italy
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Major Points:                                                                                                     

All project activities have been developed in line with 
the philosophy that guides Mission X, namely the 
importance of a healthy lifestyle, based on physical 
activity and proper nutrition.

In Italy the culture of food is wide, many products are 
DOP and DOC, meals are still cooked at home and 
every region has its traditional receipts and ingredients. 
The Mediterranean diet is still prominent but, 
compared to our grandparents, new habits are taking 
place, with fast food meals, snacks, sweeties, etc.

Italians were among the most living people of the 
world, thanks to the healthy diet and lifestyle we had 
until some decades ago. Nowadays, new lifestyles, 
more sedentary and a diet richer in animal proteins, 
fats, sugar is drastically increasing the healthy 
problems not only in adults and elder people, but also 
in the youngster.

That is why in Italy we highlight the nutrition topic 
and it was decided to invite to the teachers training the 
nutrition experts of the CREA. 

Moreover, ASI has asked to NASA the license to 
translate and print the “Nutrition Book”, an e-book 
about space nutrition that ASI intend to distribute 
to Italian teachers. NASA has authorized ASI to use 
the e-book for educational purposes and ASI is now 
fulfilling the translation in order to proceed with the 
printing.

Another highlights of the MX program as it is 
developed in Italy is the importance of the role 
models:  every year ASI, in coordination with ESA, 
gives the unique opportunity to students to meet 
an astronaut, that has always a great appeal on 
students. Astronauts are nowadays heroes, a positive 
exemplification of healthy lifestyles, successful 
careers, team working, self-control and many others 
capabilities and qualities.

Considering the subjectivity of the evaluation and 
scoring system for the activities, ASI since after the 
pilot project, decided to highlight the noble objectives 
of the project and the opportunity to be part of an 
international community that participate to MX 
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instead of the competition among teams, emphasizing 
the importance of participation and not victory. Since 
it is not possible to compare the evaluation of so 
many different teachers, in Italy it is never awarded 
the winning team. 

Issues: 

MX in Italy is totally managed by ASI in term of 
financing and human resources. Since the increasing 
number of participants, keeping contacts with all the 
teachers involved and sending materials to schools is 
becoming more and more demanding, both from the 
financial and the human resources point of view. 

Many teachers are not confident with blogs, so they 
have some difficulties in charging pictures and videos 
on line, and they often ask for ASI support.

Another issue that need attention is related to the 
coordination between ASI, NASA and ESA about the 
registration dates. In October 2016 ESA published 
the MX call on its website, indicating December 31 
as the last day to register. But in Italy, for organization 
reasons, we closed the registrations November 30. 
The consequence was that many teachers asked to 
participate when registrations were already closed and 
it was difficult for ASI to manage those requests.

Participation in a closing event: 

The Italian MX final event will take place in May 
25, 2017 in the ASI Headquarter in Rome, with the 
participation of about 500 students and teachers, 
that will have, thanks to ESA support, the unique 
opportunity to meet the ESA Italian Astronaut Paolo 
Nespoli, who will fly on board the ISS during the 
summer 2017. Paolo will talk about his training 
experience as an astronaut, his previous Mission aboard 
the ISS, and will answer numerous questions from 
children. Mass media will be invited to the event, that 
will also be broadcast live through ASITV channel. 

Did your students participate in the pre- 
and post-surveys? Yes

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? We have not been reported 
from schools about that and we only know about the 
interactions through the blog.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

To better coordinate the registration dates between 
ASI and ESA.

Considering the project boost, with more and 
more increasing number of participants, it could be 
difficult for the ASI to give individual support to 
each teacher during the challenge. The project should 
become more and more self-manages from teachers 
through the web portal. The involvement of Agencies 
for technical problems related to registrations, 
communications to teachers and for sending materials 
to schools, should be reduced.

Another issue stressed from the teachers was the 
difficulty to upload their videos directly on the MX 
website. Teachers have been forced to use the YouTube 
website in order to get the URL, and not all parents 
allowed them to share videos of their children on 
YouTube.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 2018: 
Yes

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

Mission X 2016/17

–  http://www.asi.it/it/educational/a-scuola-di-scienza/
mission-x-allenati-come-un-astronauta-al-via-
ledizione-2017

–  http://www.esa.int/ita/ESA_in_your_country/
Italy/Chiamata_per_le_scuole_elementari_Volete_
allenarvi_come_un_astronauta_nel_2017/(print)

–  http://www.eurodesk.it/notizie/educazione-spaziale-
al-l-edizione-2017-di-mission-x

–  http://www.frascatiscienza.it/2016/11/edizione-
2017-mission-x-allenamento-da-astronauti-per-

Italy
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http://www.esa.int/ita/ESA_in_your_country/Italy/Chiamata_per_le_scuole_elementari_Volete_allenarvi_come_un_astronauta_nel_2017/(print)
http://www.esa.int/ita/ESA_in_your_country/Italy/Chiamata_per_le_scuole_elementari_Volete_allenarvi_come_un_astronauta_nel_2017/(print)
http://www.esa.int/ita/ESA_in_your_country/Italy/Chiamata_per_le_scuole_elementari_Volete_allenarvi_come_un_astronauta_nel_2017/(print)
http://www.eurodesk.it/notizie/educazione-spaziale-al-l-edizione-2017-di-mission-x
http://www.eurodesk.it/notizie/educazione-spaziale-al-l-edizione-2017-di-mission-x
�http://www.frascatiscienza.it/2016/11/edizione-2017-mission-x-allenamento-da-astronauti-per-docenti-e-ragazzi-dagli-8-ai-13-anni/
�http://www.frascatiscienza.it/2016/11/edizione-2017-mission-x-allenamento-da-astronauti-per-docenti-e-ragazzi-dagli-8-ai-13-anni/
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docenti-e-ragazzi-dagli-8-ai-13-anni/

–  http://www.mondoreale.it/2016/10/educazione-
spaziale-al-via-ledizione-2017-di-mission-x/

–  http://www.lagazzettadilucca.it/formazione-e-
lavoro/2016/07/educazione-spaziale-al-via-l-
edizione-2017-di-mission-x/

Final National Event

–  http://www.ansa.it/canale_scienza_tecnica/notizie/
ragazzi/news/2017/05/25/studenti-da-tutta-italia-
con-nespoli-per-mission-x-_828d1f30-ad7e-4926-
a48e-20a96119f98b.html

–  http://video.sky.it/news/cronaca/mission-x-nespoli-
allena-giovani-astronauti/v345549.vid

–  http://quifinanza.it/space-economy/mission-x-
finale-con-astropaolo/122950/

Schools

–  http://spazioallospazio.blogspot.it/

–  http://www.icmilazzo.gov.it/wp/blog/mission-x-
allenati-come-un-astronauta/

–  http://www.icmilazzo.gov.it/wp/blog/mission-x-si-e-
entrati-nel-vivo-delle-attivita-di-gruppo/

–  http://www.teleradioerre.it/sangiovanni/104724/A-
San-Giovanni-Rotondo-il-progetto-Mission-X,-
allenati-come-unastronauta

–  http://www.scuolasgbosco.gov.it/pvw/
app/AGME0023/pvw_sito.php?sede_
codice=AGME0023&from=2&page=1929024

–  https://www.lettore.org/2017/01/17/mission-x-
allenati-come-un-astronauta/

–  http://scuolasantarcisio.altervista.org/portfolio/
project-6-2/?doing_wp_cron=1496328431.419912
0998382568359375

–  http://scuolasantarcisio.altervista.org/portfolio/
project-6-2/

–  http://liceocaccioppoli.gov.it/archives/mission-
xallenati-come-un-astronauta/

–  http://liceocaccioppoli.gov.it/page/2/
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EARTH AND MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 805

Teams involved: 7
Adults: 10

Sites involved: 7
Cities involved: 7

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Kyorin University
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Japan Space Exploration Agency (JAXA)

Major Points:                                                                                                           

Six elementary schools participated in Mission X 
2017. Special lecture was held in 5 out of the 6 
schools. JAXA specialists told about manned space 
exploration and counter measure. One of the class 
room lesson was performed with a remote video 
conference.

Issues: 

1. Several teams entered EARTH CHALLENGE, 
but could not input the points. This is because it is 
not easy for us to use the web system in English.

2. This year, we invited a flag-football team to join 
Mission X and explained the project to the leader.  
However, the students could not participate because 
coordination was insufficient. We will try again next 
year.

Participation in a closing event: 

No

Did your students participate in the pre-
surveys?

No

Did your students participate in the post-
surveys?

No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

In connection with the Super Bowl held in Houston, 
NASA appealed that football players and astronaut 
training had much in common. This is a wonderful 
thing. It is necessary to promote cooperation with 
various sports and the Olympics.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

Yes

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.town.aichi-togo.lg.jp/jinji/koho/chousei/
kouhou/kouhoushi/documents/1703.pdf

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

Japan has been participating in Mission X since the pilot year 2011. Initially, Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency, JAXA played a leading role in the introduction of this project. Currently Kyorin University takes 
over the lead institution, and JAXA supports the project. The country lead of Japan basically belongs to the 
university, also works for JAXA as a specialist of astronaut rehabilitation.

Japan

http://www.town.aichi-togo.lg.jp/jinji/koho/chousei/kouhou/kouhoushi/documents/1703.pdf
http://www.town.aichi-togo.lg.jp/jinji/koho/chousei/kouhou/kouhoushi/documents/1703.pdf
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Testimonies 

Children: 

I was interested in the taste of the space food.  
I thought that it was serous for astronauts to stop 
walking when they came back from space.

Teachers: 

Space exploration and activities of astronauts are 
something that children do not usually get very close 
to, so they were very interested. Mission X includes 
so many experiential contents, so children were able 
to spend meaningful time.

MX Working Group Point of Contact: 

Some teams participated in this year were introduced 
by JAXA space education center. They were recruited 
for other local events and did not belong to the same 
school. I would like to increase the number of teams 
that can work on as a school class.
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EARTH AND MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 535

Teams involved: 11
Adults: 86

Sites involved: 12
Cities involved: 11; 5 states: Oaxaca (San Agustín Etla, San Pablo, El Rastrojo); Puebla (San 

Martín Texmelucan, Puebla, San José Chiapa, Tehuacan); Ciudad de México (Iztapalapa, Churu-
busco, Gustavo A. Madero, Tlalpan); Queretaro (Qro); Tlaxcala (Hueyotipan, Chiautempan)

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Misión X México
Partners: Instituto de Astronmía, UNAM, Dirección de Actividades Deportivas, UNAM,  

Medicina del Deporte UNAM, Dirección General de Divulgación de la Ciencia, UNAM, Radio

How was Mission X 2016 organized and 
implemented in your country?

Activities with five high school students have been 
proven to be satisfactory in accordance with Mission 
X. The following conditions need to be implemented:

•  A letter of commitment from the school principal 
office where they state their commitment to orga-
nize the program

•  Schools need to have parent’s written permission 
and parents need to take pictures of their children 
doing exercises.

•  Schools need to check every participant medical 
examination carefully in order to follow doctor´s 
prescription as indicated for workouts.

•  Schools need to ask every student to fill up ques-
tionnaires on learned experiences before and after 
workouts.

•  Schools need to ask every child to build a garden in 
their home as well as in the school. With these, they 
will learn how to take care of plants.

Fulfilling what Mission X offers:

•  Every child was asked to write a notebook that 
mission record.

•  Video conferences were held between Mexican 
participating schools in February.

•  A meeting of School heads was held. (One school 
sent its report and two teams attended).

•  Activities will be conducted during school hours 
including the necessary breaks.

•  The children did additional activities such as visits 
to museums and other activities in their schools.

•  Two of the schools inaugurated and closed the 
activities.

 
Additional:  The “Touch down” team  was created 

and the “purépecha” ball game was organized , both 
by the school “José Ortega y Gasset”. One of its stu-
dents taught Mazatec classes to other students and he 
also organized a night of observation with telescopes. 
By the month of march, we established communica-
tion with a team from the United States, Oklahoma. 
This was not only a video conference interaction but 
we managed to send letters to the students of the 
school. The most favorable thing we got out of this 
was the response from them. With these experiences 
we became aware of our similarities and differences in 
the tastes, in the learning processes and the adapta-
tions we need to make for each or our activities.

Major Points: 

•  The commitment of teachers is the vital part of 
the development of each mission. Their effort is 
reflected in the photographs they send about their 
work with the children.  

•  Mission X generates awareness of what we do as 
parents, as teachers and as students. It also makes us 
realize the consequences of our actions.

For example: 
–  We have medical insurance which we don’t use. The 

doctor is required when the child is in a critical and 
serious situation instead of preventing and caring 
during his development.

–  We have spaces to exercise but these are in the 
hands of criminals. If we want to use those spaces, 
we must implement special strategies to have the 
right to use them.

Issues: 

Two of the missions would require a microscope to 
perform their activities. 

Mexico
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The school “Jose Ortega y Gasset” does not have 
any microscope, and the children have express the 
necessity of having it to the Department of Public 
Education in México. They also posted their needs 
in facebook, and explained all about Mission X. 
Their teachers on the other hand, applied for more 
educational resources to the same department and 
they got it. We hope Mission X 2018 will soon be 
able to count with those microscopes. 

During the month of October in the elementary 
school, students have carried out activities on the 
correct food to eat generating a positive impact on 
the change of eating habits. Also, an interest in good 
nutrition has been observed in within their homes.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 

Closure is done by every school. I myself participated 
in the closure of the school “José Ortega y Gasset”. 
They invited all the students and their parents. 
Mission X team of Mexico performed several 
activities to show strengthening exercises.

A fair was held. Every mission placed a post and 
the members of mission 10 attended each post to 
explain what the respective mission consisted of. The 
members of  Missión X developed  flayers for every 
mission and  were distributed among the students. 

Did your students participate in the pre-
surveys? 

Schools are responsible for the participation of their 
children in two surveys. An exercise to know their 
physical activity times and another food survey to 
know their habits.

 
Did your students participate in the post-
surveys? 

Surveys are repeated ending in May to know what 
has been learned and measure the appropriation of 
knowledge.
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Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

A video conference with an Oklahoma school was held 
in March and two schools in Mexico participated. 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 2017: 

Several teams are getting prepared in advance to start 
in October 2017 and ending in April 2018. 

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

Inauguration:  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5k1xBRmchuU

Estación Hidratación https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CALRLBytA7U

Salto a la Luna https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MUaAfR4zBdM

Bichos en el espacio  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=M_heLoPhVzs

Promocion   https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RC48vd6EBE8

Correcta alimentación https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5fPQednjClw

Subamos una montaña marciana https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=OXs3RIfvY4Q

Touch dawn Charlie https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=p0Nl_w8s_6g

Brazo Robotico 2  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=btSPkHLVvvo

Brazo Robotico 3  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OTpsHaEMkeY

Brazo Robotico 6  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw

Desarrollo del nucleo muscular  https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=rSNoZLYs_DQ

Rodar y rodar en el espacio https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=sto2sbCEiLU

Monta tu bicicleta espacial https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iiJ7vBpR2mA

Salto a la Luna https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=F0Ei6LpxBEg

Astrocircuito de agilidad https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6taACOhClgo

que tiene en su caja de petri? https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=NUoEkqCQ3D8

Camino de regreso a la base https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=TZqvL9DuklM

Despeguen https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rFLmPtqVfnw

Testimonies

Children:
– It helps us to be healthy.
– I like the activities
– I can imagine how life is in the outer space.
– I have the possibility to train as an astronaut.
– I get involved with the stars and the space.
– I recognize the fat of a hamburger.
– I identify the level of hydration I have.
– I care and look after for the plant I plant.
– I have fun doing the activities in different places.
– I enjoy working with my parents.
– I compete with my classmates.
– I learn more about outer space. 
–  Knowing that I was participating helped me not to 

miss classes.

Teachers:
–  Mission X favors the interaction of contents.
–  Mission X contributes to the construction and 

propagation of scientific knowledge.
–  Mission X stresses the importance of being healthy 

and strong.
–  It helps to follow and fulfill the dreams, 

motivations and goals to travel to the moon some 
time in the near future.

–  It increases in the open mind  of contents.
–  It encourages students to perform activities in 

which they interact with information so that they 
are able to even accomplish experimentation and 
discovery. 

–  It promotes the development of the scientific 

Mexico
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fPQednjClw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fPQednjClw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXs3RIfvY4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXs3RIfvY4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0Nl_w8s_6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0Nl_w8s_6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btSPkHLVvvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btSPkHLVvvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTpsHaEMkeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTpsHaEMkeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSNoZLYs_DQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSNoZLYs_DQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sto2sbCEiLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sto2sbCEiLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ei6LpxBEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ei6LpxBEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6taACOhClgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6taACOhClgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUoEkqCQ3D8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUoEkqCQ3D8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5h_g2hCTTw
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attitude through interest and curiosity.
–  It converges in the active methodology work of the 

school.
–  It seeks to communicate achievements to the entire 

school community.
–  It disseminates scientific advances and discoveries.

Parents
–  Mission X generates good involvement of activities. 
–  Mission X considers the use of other facilities to 

perform the activities.
–  More responsibility is generated as well as respect 

and coexistence among children.
–  It’s important to rescue the awareness of the 

students towards the importance of being healthy.
–  Mission X favors the care of the environment.
–  Students should work more closely with NASA to 

enhance the importance of the program.
–  We must highlight activities which promote the 

care of the human organism.
–  We should create spaces for the students to 

compete and be motivated.
–  We must work more closely with the children and 

chose activities which help us to be more involved.
–  There must be more communication about all the 

activities and their results to be in the same tune.

MX Working Group Contact: 

MX contact group: misionx.mexico@gmail.mx

mailto:misionx.mexico%40gmail.mx?subject=
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 631

Teams involved: 16
Adults: 25

Sites involved: 13
Cities involved: 12

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Netherlands Space Office
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: ESA-ESTEC, Techniekpact, Spaceconsultants

How was Mission X 2016 organized and 
implemented in your country?

Pre-challenge phase (October-January):
•  Design of Mission X flyer by graphic designer and 

production by Flyeralarm;
•  Announcement of the challenge (Existing schools 

and children’s’ network, previous Mission X par-
ticipants, NSO website, ESA NL website, ruim-
tevaartindeklas.nl, flyers at different large events 
like the ESTEC Open Day and science centres/
planetaria, mailing of flyers to schools, social media) 
from beginning of October;

•  Selection of schools and notifications;
•  Communication with teachers (biweekly newslet-

ter/email);
•  Preparation of challenge (establish contact with 

schools, welcoming letter);
•  Preparation and implementation of communication 

plan with NSO;
•  Establish relevant partnerships;
•  Link and collaboration with other NSO education-

al/communication projects if requested;
•  Planning of training day(s) for teachers and prepa-

ration of training guidelines;
•  Update Dutch pages of www.trainlikeanastronaut.org;
•  Update of Mission X in the Netherlands Facebook 

page;
•  Participation to international working group tele-

conferences and tasks.

Challenge phase (January-April):
•  Training visits to schools;
•  Organisation of opening event at ESA-ESTEC on 

Monday 13 March;
•  6- weeks challenge (13 March-21 April): continu-

ous support to schools;
•  Update Dutch pages of www.trainlikeanastronaut.org, 

Facebook page;

•  Participation to international working group tele-
conferences;

•  Communication with teachers (biweekly newslet-
ter/email, private visit when requested).

Post-challenge phase (May-July):
•  Send out final mailing with thank you letter, team 

certificates and Mission X prizes to schools;
•  Awards to three prize winners;
•  Closing articles for NSO and ESA-NL website;
•  Distributing and collecting questionnaires to/from 

teachers;
•  Support Dutch participation to the international 

closing event in Norway;
•  Final report to NASA.

Major Points:     
During the Mission X 2017 challenge 16 teams from 
13 schools with 631 children participated:
•  Bloemcampschool, Wassenaar
•  British School in the Netherlands, Den Haag
•  CMS de Abeel, Den Haag
•  Elckerlyc International School, Leiderdorp
•  Groningse School Vereniging, Groningen
•  International Primary School Almere, Almere
•  Wereldkidz Kameleon, Doorn
•  Lycée Français Vincent Van Gogh, Den Haag
•  Martin Luther Kingschool, Maartensdijk
•  OBS Apollo, Utrecht
•  PCB de Buitenburcht, Almere
•  PCBS de Bron, Den Bosch
•  VCPO Spijkenisse, Spijkenisse
                                                                                                          
New Mission X Activity proposed by NSO
The existing “Ruimtevaart in de klas” activity “Een 
Robotarm” was suggested as new activity to the Mis-
sion X challenge, proposing an activity about space 
technology. In cooperation with NASA’s educational 

Netherlands

http://www.trainlikeanastronaut.org
http://www.trainlikeanastronaut.org
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experts the activity has been adjusted to the Mission 
X look and feel, adding space facts about robotic arms 
and adding a human spaceflight touch. 
The activity was presented to the Mission X Working 
Group during the international meeting in Rome 
in 2015 and was well received by all partners. The 
activity was beta-tested at a school in Houston and at 
the American School in the Hague in autumn 2015. 
With the analysis of the beta-testing an improved final 
version was proposed to the NASA Control Board. 
After an extensive development process the Robot 
arm activity was uploaded for the 2017 Mission X 
challenge: http://trainlikeanastronaut.org/sites/de-
fault/files/A-Robotic-Arm-Student-and-Teacher.pdf;

Opening event
The official kick-off of the Mission X 2017 challenge 
took place on Monday 13 March 2017 in the High 
Bay of the Erasmus building at ESA-ESTEC in 
Noordwijk, hosted by ESA’s Strategic Planning and 
Outreach Office and in cooperation with ESA Educa-
tion and ESTEC Communications.
Four Mission X schools, with 150 participants in total, 
experienced a fantastic event at a very unique loca-
tion. The Techniekpact Collegetour was presented by 
journalist Sander Koenen and astronaut André Kuipers 
introducing children to space, Mission X related topics 
and the world of science and technology. 
Techniekpact is a programme, supported by the Min-
istries of Education, Culture and Science, Social Affairs 
and Employment and Economic Affairs, promoting 
science and technology to young people to help in-
creasing the number of employees in the Netherlands 
working in science and technology in the future. 
All children attending the event received a Mission X 
cap, teachers received a bag filled with NSO, ESERO 
NL and ESA Education material and the inspiring 
morning ended with a lunch.
The event at ESTEC was photographed by Enith van 
Tongeren-Stenhuijs, Portret in Bedrijf, and covered 
by the following media:

Hart van Nederland:
http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-
andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/

Radio 1 interview Sander Koenen:
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uit-
zendingen/380232-2017-03-13

http://trainlikeanastronaut.org/sites/default/files/A-Robotic-Arm-Student-and-Teacher.pdf
http://trainlikeanastronaut.org/sites/default/files/A-Robotic-Arm-Student-and-Teacher.pdf
http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/
http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uitzendingen/380232-2017-03-13
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uitzendingen/380232-2017-03-13
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Luister terug: 6:00-7:00 from 54:18
•  One high-talented class and five international 

schools participated to Mission X in the Nether-
lands;

•  Newsletter: Twenty newsletters were sent to the 
teachers before, during and after the challenge 
phase to support them performing the activities 
and the upload of points and blogs on the website, 
facilitate and motivate their participation.

•  The Mission X Nederland Facebook page regularly 
posted information for teachers about the challenge 
and extra information about spaceflight as also 
regular news updates about the Dutch participation 
in Mission X.

•  After the development of a questionnaire for 
teachers last year, an improved online version was 
sent to teachers to evaluate the challenge based on 
established evaluation methodologies for education-
al projects.

Issues: 
•  Increasing the number of participants is a returning 

issue each year even though the Dutch participation 
is comparable to the participation of larger Euro-
pean countries: Dutch schools are offered many 
interesting projects throughout the year making it a 
challenge to have schools participate to Mission X 
which requires a very enthusiastic (gym) teacher.

•  Two schools in the Netherlands cancelled their par-
ticipation because of a collision with the CITO-toets. 
Besides school holidays, also preparation for a CI-
TO-toets should be taken into account to decide the 
Mission X challenge period in the Netherlands;

•  This year we made it possible for teams to upload 
points for the same activity more than once. In 
previous years, we didn’t have this feature available 
(even though a team could fill in 0 points and 
continue to next activity). Teams needed to upload 
points for all the activities before they were allowed 
to upload points on an activity they had previously 
completed. However, this feature was added to help 
teams with unique needs children and many times 
these teams have to do an activity in small chunks 
and repeat the activity over and over. Current issue: 
how do we avoid teams repeating the same activity 

over and over again (instead of trying to accomplish 
many different activities) and how do we identify 
whether an activity was repeated or accidentally 
added to the point list? 

Participation in a closing event: 
•  NSO did not organise a national closing event.
•  One delegate will participate to the MX working 

group annual meeting in Norway.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? NO

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys?
NO, However we developed and distributed  
ourselves an evaluation questionnaire for teachers 
based on established evaluation methodologies for 
educational projects.

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? NO

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:
•  With regards to the Mission X website, we would 

like to have a field added to the registration form: 
age group children

•  As already mentioned last year, can we create an 
overview of the MXWG members on social media 
so we can follow each other closely and promote 
each others challenge reaching a larger audience, 
interact more, agreeing on use of hashtags etc.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018:  TBD

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

Mission X 2017 announcements:
•  https://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1764/Mis-

sion-X-Train-like-an-astronaut.html
•  http://www.ruimtevaartindeklas.nl/nieuws/121
•  http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/

The_Netherlands/Train_als_een_astronauten_tij-
dens_Mission_X_2017

Netherlands

https://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1764/Mission-X-Train-like-an-astronaut.html
https://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1764/Mission-X-Train-like-an-astronaut.html
 http://www.ruimtevaartindeklas.nl/nieuws/121
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_Netherlands/Train_als_een_astronauten_tijdens_Mission_X_2017
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_Netherlands/Train_als_een_astronauten_tijdens_Mission_X_2017
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_Netherlands/Train_als_een_astronauten_tijdens_Mission_X_2017
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Mission X Opening event:

Hart van Nederland:
http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-
andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/

Radio 1 interview Sander Koenen:
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uit-
zendingen/380232-2017-03-13

Luister terug: 6:00-7:00 from 54:18
NSO website:
http://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1779/Succes-
volle-lancering-Mission-X.html
ESA-NL website:
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_
Netherlands/Mission_X_2017_officieel_van_start
Social Media:
@NLSpaceOffice
@astro_andre
@Techniekpact
@sanderkoenen
@ESA_nl
@eseroNL
@nsentse
@BSNJSL
Mission X NL Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/missionxnederland/

Testimonies 

Children: 

PlusGroepVCPO:
“Wat hebben wij een hoop geleerd! Er worden nog 
wat missies herhaald, want we zijn bijna bij de maan! 
Leuk om te lezen en te zien hoe iedereen de missies 
volbrengt. Succes nog even!”

“Hallo ik ben Melice van Grevenstein, ik en mijn 
vriend Lucas Vermeulen doen een opdracht voor 
Mission x. we doen een opdracht over fietsen, De 
bedoeling is dat we 4 keer naar school moeten fietsen. 
met een familielid, zo kunnen we extra punten verdi-
enen. en oefenen om een astronaut te worden. en om 
een goede conditie te krijgen.”

“We hebben met heel de klas een 3d bot gemaakt 
met papier, karton en keukenrol en zand als merg We 
hebben gekeken of alle botten een boek of zes kon-
den tillen en we hebben onze botten sterker gemaakt. 
We hadden een kippenbotje gebroken en we hebben 
dit botje bekeken, wat er in zat, en het was merg.” – 
Sam en Serenity.

http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/
http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2017/met-andre-kuipers-trainen-als-een-echte-astronaut/
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uitzendingen/380232-2017-03-13
http://www.nporadio1.nl/nos-radio-1-journaal/uitzendingen/380232-2017-03-13
http://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1779/Succesvolle-lancering-Mission-X.html
http://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Nieuws/1779/Succesvolle-lancering-Mission-X.html
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_Netherlands/Mission_X_2017_officieel_van_start
http://www.esa.int/dut/ESA_in_your_country/The_Netherlands/Mission_X_2017_officieel_van_start
https://www.facebook.com/groups/missionxnederland/
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Bloemcampschool:
“Vandaag gingen we commando’s oefenen. De 
meester zei steeds iets en dat moesten wij nadoen. 
We moesten bijvoorbeeld een paar lijnen aantikken 
en dan weer terug rennen, op een been staan en dan 
omhoog springen, ook moesten we hele grote stappen 
maken alsof we op de maan waren, we moesten op 
onze buik gaan liggen en dan snel weer opstaan, heel 
snel rennen op je plaats en nog meer. We hebben er 
van geleerd dat het best wel moeilijk is om comman-
do’s uit te voeren.” – Maggie

“Vandaag gingen we met teams van twee tegen twee 
met dubbele handschoenen en een astronauten-
helm op een puzzel proberen te maken. Dat was erg 
moeilijk, door de handschoenen was het lastig om de 
puzzelstukjes op te pakken en door de astronauten-
helm was het heel wazig en benauwd. De snelste tijd 
tot nu toe is 4 minuten en 50 seconden.” – Alexander 
en Maggie

“De meester is bij de McDonald’s geweest en heeft 
daar een patat medium, een cheeseburger besteld 
en fritessaus. Toen heeft de meester het menu in de 
blender gestopt en er water bij gedaan. Toen heeft de 
meester het voor 10 min laten koken en is dus al het 
vet naar boven gekomen.” – Pien en Alana

Teachers:

Team Planet: 
“We repeated some of our core strength training 
exercises today and checked our training journals to 
see what progress we had made. It was great to hear 
so many enthusiastic and happy voices. We have all 
made progress and are feeling fitter!”

JSL Year 5:
“JSL Year 5 has been having great fun developing 
their understandings of robotics. During the activity 
they were forced to overcome difficulties particularly 
in finding different ways to put holes in lolly sticks! 
The challenge was then on to find things they could 
pick up with their robotic arms. A group of children 
were further amazed when they investigated the Can-
adaarm2 effector ending.”

“Thank you for such a great morning at ESA on 
Monday. The students came back to school buzzing 
about what they learnt AND of course, for meeting 
a real live astronaut! I thought the organisation of 
the event was brilliant – congratulations to you and 
the team. The time at the end when Andre Kui-
pers happily chatted with our group until every last 
question was answered was priceless. They really were 
inspired!”

MX Working Group aka Country Point of 
Contact: 
Mission X 2017 has been a very successful chal-
lenge thanks to very enthusiastic teachers, parents 
and children. Our opening event has been great in 
many ways, the fantastic presentation of both Sander 
Koenen and astronaut André Kuipers has proven a 
great way of motivating the Mission X children at the 
beginning of the challenge and a nice opportunity 
to teach them about life in space and science. The 
venue, High Bay at ESA-ESTEC, was a very unique 
location being surrounded by space models. Howev-
er, some of the teachers indicated that the NEMO 
venue offers more interactivity for the children, an 
important point to remember for a possible future 
opening event.

Netherlands
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 102

Teams involved: 5
Adults: 5

Sites involved: 2
Cities involved: 2

Lead Space Agency: NAROM

Major Points:                                                                                                             

The young students – and the teachers in Norway, 
have had an educational and fun “expedition”, and 
look forward to participate next year.

Issues: 

We did not send out gadgets like water bottles and 
reflector bracelets this year. As a Norwegian adminis-
trator, I have a Login to the Norwegian site and can 
follow the national teams.

I need to increase my effort in advertising for  
Mission-X 2018, and hopefully we will get a huge 
number of teams next year.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 

In Norway the participating schools are all far away 
from each other and spread all over the country.  
Because of that we have decided that each team 
secured their local closing event. None of the schools 
have presented their closing event in the blog.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? Not that we are aware of.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges: No

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

We experience that Mission X is an educational, 
inspiring and motivating activity for the classroom, 
and we are looking forward to take part and organize 
Mission X in 2018.

Internet sites/Press Releases:

I can’t find any press releases of The Mission-X 2017 
in Norway.

How was Mission X 2017 organized and implemented in your country?

Mission X was led by Nordic ESERO (European Space Education Resource Office) at NAROM (the Norwe-
gian Centre for Space-related Education) and managed by Educational Consultant Hege-Merethe Strømdal.

Schools were invited to take part via newsletter, Nordic ESERO and news published at our websites  
www.esero.no and www.narom.no.

The schools/ teams were provided with Mission X news/different information through the project period and 
with relevant ESA ISS materials, on-line resources, booklets. In addition they were supported in different ways 
when needed. Although we continuously encouraged the teams to register points and post information at the 
blog the results shows us that only 1 team have points registered and no team used the blog.

The schools in Norway run the Mission X in a way that suited the students, teaching plans and curriculum. 

Norway

http://www.esero.no
http:// www.narom.no
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 36

Teams involved: 2
Adults: 2

Sites involved: 2
Cities involved: 2

How was Mission X 2017 organized and 
implemented in your country?

Mission X activities were implemented during lessons 
(integrated education grades 1-3, English, Science, 
PE). In addition, we had Mission X days, when we 
were training like astronauts for five or six hours. 

Major Points:                                                                                                              

We’ve just started, but we’ve already fallen in love 
with Mission X. Apart from doing experiments and 
exercising, we also learned English while doing Mis-
sion X activities (all skills): listening (while watching 
films, following instructions during while training 
like astronauts); reading (following instructions, 
searching for information); speaking (discussing the 
results of experiments). As teachers, we loved how 
children practiced multiple skills and learned so 
much while having so much fun. Mission X sparked 
children’s interest in space and space research.  

Issues: 

We need to contact a Space Agency and Polish edu-
cational institutions to expand Mission X in Poland. 
We need to find a way to invite many more schools.

It was difficult to implement activities in grades  
4-6, because we have 45-minute lessons, too short a 
time to complete an activity.  MX days was a perfect 
solution. Next year, our school is planning a whole 
MX week, thus this is going to be much easier. 

Participation in a closing event: 

There was no closing or opening event this year; we 
have already started to organise them for the Mission 
to come (with a visit from the only Polish astronaut, 
Mirosław Hermaszewski). 

Poland
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Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

The students loved science activities best, so please, 
prepare more.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: 

We’d love to participate in Mission X 2018.
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 217

Schools involved: 8 
Adults: 16

Lead institution: Ciência Viva, as part of the project ESERO Portugal - with  
collaboration of the Lisbon University Faculty of Human Kinetics,  

the Estremoz Science Center and the University of Évora

Major Points

As in previous years, the project engaged a high num-
ber of participants, although slightly lower than last 
year. It is also interesting to point that some schools 
which already participated in previous editions of 
Mission X preserved the same enthusiasm this year. 
Many teachers have also participated in teacher train-
ing courses promoted by ESERO Portugal, and other 
student’s activities like the CanSat competition.

We could preserve the long-lasting partnership 
between Ciência Viva and the Faculty of Human 
Kinetics in order to add value to this project and the 
activities we promote for the educational communi-
ty. This year, for the second time, ESERO Portugal 
developed, in collaboration with FMH, a teacher’s 
training workshop: Astronauts Training (http://www.
cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_
i=215), based on the Mission X experience, where 
teachers had the opportunity to learn more about mi-
crogravity environment, the human body, astronauts 
diet and physical fitness. They also experienced some 
Mission X physical activities. 

The closing event took place on the 23 March with 

over 200 participants and was reported by a radio 
station and a newspaper, both with high audience 
ratings in Portugal.

Issues: 

For us one of the areas that need more attention is 
to understand the reasons why so many registered 
schools don’t complete the challenge. 

Closing Event 

The closing event took place on the 23rd April in the 
Pavilion of Knowledge, in Lisbon, and 220 students 
and teachers from all over the country attended the 
event. 

The day began with a talk by two nationally re-
nowned scientists, Rui Dias and António Galopim 
de Carvalho, about meteorites and the geology and 
formation of the Moon. This topic was a tribute to 
Eugene Cernan. 

After that, they performed a circuit of activities and 
physical exercises that simulated the astronauts’ train-
ing, the environment of microgravity and specific 

Mission X 2017 in Portugal was promoted, supported and coordinated by Ciência Viva. 

The promotion of Mission X 2017 was done online through Ciência Viva’s institutional websites and social 
media channels, through the ESERO Portugal mailing lists and with a dedicated webpage at ESERO Portugal 
website. It was also advertised at specific events held at the Pavilion of Knowledge (Ciência Viva’s head office) 
for teachers, such as the “Teacher’s Night 2016”, the “Space Teacher’s Conference 2016”, “Science Week”, 
“World Space Week”, and at various teacher’s workshops. 

Ciência Viva has supported schools since the beginning of activities through a helpdesk, giving information 
and answering questions related to registrations, deadlines, main tasks, blogging, supporting materials, etc. 

Ciência Viva also organized the closing event in partnership with the Faculty of Human Kinetics, which was 
held at the Pavilion of Knowledge on 23 March. The program included talks, physical exercises and laboratory 
and classroom activities. 

Portugal

http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_i=215
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_i=215
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_i=215
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situations related to the life on the International 
Space Station. Once again we had the collaboration 
of FMH to implement these activities.

In addition to physical exercises, this year there were 
two new activities related to space: one consisted 
of a lesson about spacesuits with a description of 
their different layers and the life support system and 
video about its functioning. The students could also 
observe and touch a real spacesuit. The other activity 
consisted of a laboratory analysis of different types of 
meteorites and its geological properties.

Finally, students had the opportunity to visit the 
Pavilion of Knowledge exhibitions, which include 
this year Good Appetite - an exhibition that focuses 
on food. 

Both teachers and students gave very positive feed-
backs and were grateful for the opportunity to 
participate in such a project, and showing interest in 
participating in subsequent years. 

We had also a very good feedback from the radio and 
newspaper journalists who covered the event. 

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
Challenges

No relevant recommendations to report. A good job 
has been done in order to improve the website, to 
develop new activities and try to engage schools. It is 
very important to continue these efforts.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2017: Yes
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Internet sites/Press Releases 

ESERO PT – http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/inicia-
tivas/?accao=showini&id_i=232 
Rádio Renascença –https://www.facebook.com/pavil-
haodoconhecimento/videos/10155180922101738/ 
Jornal de Noticias –http://tag.jn.pt/video-ja-treino-ir-
ate-as-estrelas/ 

Ministry of Education website – http://www.dg-
este.mec.pt/index.php/missao-x-2017-treina-co-
mo-um-astronauta/ 

Pavilion of Knowledge – https://www.facebook.com/
pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos

Testimonies 

Children: 
“It’s so exciting. It looks like we really are in Space. It 
must be an incredible adventure to go to the Space.” 
– Lara, 10 years old

“This is very interesting once we are doing many ac-
tivities to develop our capacities.” – Inês, 13 years old

“It was a unique opportunity to observe meteorites.” 
– Tomé, 14 years old

 
Teachers: 
“It was a spectacular meeting with many physical and 
interactive activities, which kept us always engaged 
and expectant. The organization was very good and 
the students loved it. Thank you all.”

“It was an excellent meeting! The students loved the 
activities they went through, waking their curiosity 
on these topics!”

MX Working Group aka Country Point of Contact:
“It is always rewarding to see the students engaged 
with Space-related subjects and see their happiness 
for participating in this project. For many children 
and teacher this is a really unique experience.”

 
Journalist: 
“I am surprised to learn that astronauts can eat some 
“normal foods” during their stay in Space.”

Portugal

http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_i=232 
http://www.cienciaviva.pt/esero/iniciativas/?accao=showini&id_i=232 
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/videos/10155180922101738/
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/videos/10155180922101738/
http://tag.jn.pt/video-ja-treino-ir-ate-as-estrelas/
http://tag.jn.pt/video-ja-treino-ir-ate-as-estrelas/
http://www.dgeste.mec.pt/index.php/missao-x-2017-treina-como-um-astronauta/
http://www.dgeste.mec.pt/index.php/missao-x-2017-treina-como-um-astronauta/
http://www.dgeste.mec.pt/index.php/missao-x-2017-treina-como-um-astronauta/
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
https://www.facebook.com/pavilhaodoconhecimento/photos/a.252398351737.140774.229181021737/1015518128
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 146

Teams involved: 1
Adults: 18

Schools Involved: 1
Cities involved: 1

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Volonteer Center of VSMU named N.N.Burdenko
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: High school №1

Participation in a closing event: No

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: Yes

Internet sites/Press Releases:

https://vk.com/club11843216?w=wa
ll-11843216_1716

Testimonies 

Children: 
“”Я многое узнал о своём организме, оздоровом 
образе жизни. Постараюсь соблюдать советы, 
которые нам дали студенты”

“Мне понравилось, как много интересного нам 
рассказывали, понравилось и опыты выполнять, 
и видео смотреть. Приходившие студенты всегда 
были рады отетить на наши вопросы”

Teachers: 
“Мы, как студенты-медики, рады возможности 
прийти к детям и рассказать, насколько важно 

с раннего возраст начинать заботиться о 
собственном организме, следить за здоровьем. 
К тому же, при подготовке к каждому новому 
занятию непременно открываешь что-то новые”

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

Mission X 2017 took place on the base of High school №1, Voronezh. Students of VSMU worked as teachers 
and each challenge were done more than once with different groups of children divided by their age.

Russia

https://vk.com/club11843216?w=wall-11843216_1716
https://vk.com/club11843216?w=wall-11843216_1716
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 115

Teams involved: 3
Adults: 8

Sites Involved: 3
Cities involved: 3

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: ESA

Major Points:                                                                                                               

Students were motivated to do the activities and were 
very proud to represent Serbia in the project although 
there is no space agency in our country. They were 
even more proud when they received stickers and the 
banner as tokens of appreciation from NASA team in 
Huston.

Issues: 

I would suggest more examples of activities that 
involve experiments. 

Participation in a closing event: 

Unfortunately we did not participate in a closing 
event.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

We had a Skype interview with a former astronaut 
Paul Richards (Ana Zivkovic organized the call on 
May 15th).

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

–  For example, one challenge could be do a Skype call 

with a class from another country and discuss the 
task done by both, or show them a PPT with photos 
and explain what the difficult or easy part of it was.

–  Another challenge could be teaching another class 
(also via Skype) how to play an outdoor game that is 
popular in their country – explain the rules, etc…

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: Yes

Testimonies: 

Children: Ana Maria: “In our team, there are just three 
girls. The mission is valuable for us because we are 
interested in sports. That’s why healthy eating is very 
important to us, too. The interesting exercises that we 
do with our PE teacher are a great pleasure because we 
and the boys make one team. “
Stefan: “I love playing computer games and can sit for 
hours in front of a computer. Doing tasks for Mission 
X with our team is a real pleasure, it’s an interesting 
way to be physically active but not in the “ordinary 
way” like playing basketball or football. “

Teachers: Ivan Lukić (PE teacher, team AstroZmaj):  
“I have been working in education for more than 20 
years and I always like to offer my students something 
different. When my colleague Dejan showed me Mis-
sion X, I saw that it was an exceptional opportunity 
for our children to get involved. I offered them  
to participate  and they accepted it with enthusiasm.  
It was my pleasure to lead the free activity of our 
“small astronaut” team which included physical  
activities and healthy nutrition.”
Dejan Kreculj (team AstroZmaj coordinator):  

How was Mission X 2017 organized and implemented in your country?

Ana Zivkovic (contact person) first involved students at her own school in Mission X 2016 (Serbia being 
an observing country). Then 2 more teams from 2 more cities in Serbia took part this year, the total of 115 
students and 8 teachers involved. The team leads organized the actual activities with P.E. teachers, did the 
recording of the activities and posted that online.

Serbia
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“Thanks to previous successful cooperation with 
colleague Ana, I learned about Mission X and im-
mediately wanted our school to be part of this global 
project. As a physicist, I run an elective course on 
astronomy, and even though we work in materially 
humble conditions, our school sport is very successful.  
Together with the PE teacher, we joined the project, 
and I am convinced that it will become a tradition for 
us to continue participating because the students want 
that too. “

Natalija Dikovic (team Jezevica coordinator) : “Ele-
mentary school “Petar Leković” in Ježevica is a small 
village school over 110 years old. It has a total of 46 
students.

MISSION X was a real pleasure for these students 
as well as for teachers. The most common comment 
was that they felt like part of the world, like they were 
really getting prepared for the astronaut job, that 
they liked this way of exercising and connecting with 
children from all over the world.

PE teacher, Radojko Tošić, incorporated all the activi-
ties and exercises into the existing curriculum.

The students were especially happy when they got 
badges and the banner, which was hung in a special 
place on the wall in the hallway. The report about 
students’ participation in this project is also available 
on the school website http://www.ospetarlekovic.edu.
rs/# We hope to participate in Mission X next school 
year too.”

Natasa Ciric (4th grade teacher, team Cegar) : “The 
children were thrilled to be part of the global team of 
students who train like the astronauts do. They per-
formed all the exercises, even the hardest. We decided 
to include all the exercises in our PE curriculum.”

MX Working Group aka Country Point of 
Contact: 

Ana Zivkovic (team Cegar coordinator/Serbia  
country point of contact): This year, 3 teams from 
Serbia participated in Mission X. All 3 teams were 
from different locations – 2 city schools and 1 village 
school. The country coordinator had instructed the 
team coordinators how to select the tasks and how 

to create accounts on the Mission X website. All 
teams participated according to their own pace and 
extent and have expressed motivation to continue to 
be part of the next year’s mission. The students were 
eager to try out all the PE activities and to do science 
experiments. Hopefully, next year there will be more 
participating teams from Serbia.

http://www.ospetarlekovic.edu.rs/#
http://www.ospetarlekovic.edu.rs/#
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 13

Teams involved: 5
Adults: 5

Sites Involved: 2
Cities involved: 2

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Foundation for Space Development SA

Highlights that best represent Mission X for 
South Africa

With the limited time in our involvement – 2 activities 
were the focus for the schools: Nutrition and Core 
Strength training. South Africa suffers from a lot of 
poverty in the disadvantaged areas where children 
attend school with no lunch, or food provided at the 
school. This was an important lesson, illustrating that 
child cannot learn effectively on an empty stomach, 
which inevitable effects their quality of education. This 
provided a platform to understanding that children 
need the energy to be able to be physically active.

In terms of the curriculum, the children learned that 
keeping a record of their eating habits illustrated how 
important the right nutrition is, including the impor-
tance of exercise for a healthier body and mind which 
coincided well with the Life Orientation subject. 

Lessons learned:

Nutrition – Lessons in learning to eat healthier and 
what different foods do to the body. When best to eat 
certain food. 

Core Strength exercises – highlighted the importance 
of good posture to be able to sit for a longer period of 
time.

Participation in a closing event:

There was no closing event

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges: No recommendation 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: Yes, but with a more established institution

Testimonies

Children:  Kids loved the concept of mimicking what 
astronauts do to train for space travel 
Teachers: Would have love more time to complete 
the mission more effectively.
 
MX Working Group aka Country Point of 
Contact: It was a challenge to get the school going 
as they were still settling into their new campus and 
the participation was erratic. Lessons taken out of 
this was to make sure that future institutions would 
have the time to and resources to understand the 
project and how to compliment the activities with 
the curriculum.

How was Mission X 2017 organized and implemented in your country?

The Foundation approached a small Institution that provided a homeschooling environment. The Founda-
tion assisted with creating Mission Journals and providing support where required. The activities were run by 
the teachers at each site and The Foundation, acting as the country lead captured feedback provided onto the 
blogging section of the website.

South Africa
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MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 527

Teams involved: 17
Adults: 26

Sites Involved: 11
Cities involved: 10

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Teknikens Hus, Lulea
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Nordic ESERO and Swedish National Space Board

Major Points: 

The students and the teachers in Sweden have had an 
educational and fun “journey”, and many of them 
look forward to participate next year too. MX17 has 
reached new parts in Sweden and Teknikens Hus has 
already received e-mails from teachers who are eager 
to take part in Mission X 2018. The updated website 
is much easier to navigate and it is great to see all 
statistics for Sweden.                                                                                                             

Issues:

From our point of view, it would be a higher equality 
between the countries if all missions were available in 
all languages represented in Mission X.

Description of the approach taken:

Mission X 2017 was led by Teknikens Hus and managed by Marianne Nilsson, Project Manager & Science 
Educator. Swedish National Space Board and Nordic ESERO have provided us with support when needed. 

Teknikens Hus invited schools to take part via newsletter (by e-mail and mail) and spread information through 
our networks between all the Swedish Science Centers and teacher networks that we run. We also posted 
information at our website and at the Swedish Mission X blog. Teams and schools who participated in previous 
challenges received personal invitations to take part in Mission X 2017. Teknikens Hus posted the informa-
tion several times at our Facebook page and at the SCC (Swedish Science Centers) Facebook group. Teknikens 
Hus displayed flyers with information about Mission X in the science center, and handed out flyers to teachers 
taking part in courses given by us. 

Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) are managing a blog where they post news about space, information 
about space related activities for students, facts and more. The blog is very popular among teachers and  
students. In September, they posted information about Mission X 2017 and via their Facebook account.  
SNSB also supported MX17 in Sweden by covering the costs for sending materials to schools. 

Teknikens Hus provided the teams with Mission X news and different information through the project period. 
They also received guidelines about how to connect the missions to the curriculum and descriptions over  
relevant on-line resources. Teknikens Hus sent packages with ESAs binders about ISS, teaching materials  
provided by SNSB and other items to all teams. In addition, Teknikens Hus supported the teams in different 
ways when needed. 

The results shows that about 41% of the teams were active on the website, although we continuously encour-
aged them to register points and post information at the blog. The schools in Sweden run the Mission X in a 
way that suited the students, teaching plans and curriculum.

Sweden
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Participation in a closing event: Some of the 
teams have arranged closing event by their own.

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? No

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? No

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges: Try to find solutions for having all the 
missions translated to all languages represented in 
Mission X.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018: Teknikens Hus are looking forward to take 
part and organize Mission X 2018 as long as Swed-
ish National Space Board and Nordic ESERO are 
supporting us. 

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

http://www.teknikenshus.se/mission-x/

http://www.rymdkanalen.se/blogg/2016/09/vill-du-
och-din-klass-trana-som-en-astronaut

https://www.facebook.com/Rymdkanalen/photos
/a.185927961435114.50177.161984207162823 
/1381965738497991/?type=3&theater

https://www.facebook.com/teknikenshus/
posts/1270609762969550

Article about Viaskolans MX-work (an account is 
necessary to read it):

https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/
astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-tran-
ing-och-rymdkunskap?state=https%3A%2F%2F-
www.nynashamnsposten.se%2Fstockholm%2F-
nynashamn%2Fastronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-vi-
aelever-till-traning-och-rymdkunskap

Testimonies 

Children: We had to do some of the exercises over and 
over to succeed.  It was something everyone did and 
appreciated.
All training made my body stronger.

We have learnt about gravity and weightlessness and 
now I have a good understanding how astronauts 
situation are.

We learnt about Canadarm 2 and built our own 
Robotic Arm. It was fun!

Mission X is learning by doing something physical, 
and that’s fun!

We  have learnt more about ESA and all the countries 
who are members of ESA.

Teachers: The challenges motivated my students to 
learn more about subjects related to space and body 
control.

MX Working Group aka Country Point of 
Contact: Mission X is an educational, inspiring and 
motivating classroom activity and engages students.

Sweden

http://www.teknikenshus.se/mission-x/
http://www.rymdkanalen.se/blogg/2016/09/vill-du-och-din-klass-trana-som-en-astronaut
http://www.rymdkanalen.se/blogg/2016/09/vill-du-och-din-klass-trana-som-en-astronaut
https://www.facebook.com/Rymdkanalen/photos/a.185927961435114.50177.161984207162823/1381965738497991
https://www.facebook.com/Rymdkanalen/photos/a.185927961435114.50177.161984207162823/1381965738497991
https://www.facebook.com/Rymdkanalen/photos/a.185927961435114.50177.161984207162823/1381965738497991
https://www.facebook.com/teknikenshus/posts/1270609762969550
https://www.facebook.com/teknikenshus/posts/1270609762969550
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
https://www.nynashamnsposten.se/skapa-konto/astronauter-pa-iss-inspirerar-viaelever-till-traning-och
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EARTH CHALLENGE  
Children: 224

Teams involved: 1
Adults: 34

Sites Involved: 8
Cities involved: 1

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: Mackay Medical College Nursing Department and 
National Yang Ming University, Institute of Public Health. 

Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Ministry of Science and Technology Yu-Ying  
Elementary school, Xing Ren Elementary school, Shui Yuan Elementary school, and Jung Tai 

Elementary school, Shin Hua Elementary School, Hen Shan Elementary school.
Shimen District: Lao Mei Elementary School, Shi Men Elementary School.

Major Points:

-  Visited school that’d participate from April-June, 
2016.

-  Explained to the participating schools in detail 
about the program and arranged for classes with the 
schools from July-August, 2016. 

-  Began classes at the schools while evaluate the 
course with the homeroom teachers from  
September-December, 2016.

-  Final evaluation for the schools, and invited  
the principals and faculty to participate in the 
preparation for the upcoming activities next year. 
January-May, 2017. 

Issues:

We lacked real space-related educational materials, 
and could only use videos for the kids to imagine 
what it’d be like in the space. Therefore, it was hard 
for the students to experience many things first-hand, 

for example: the weight of a spacesuit, the foods they 
eat in space, items at a space station, and so on. 

Participation in a closing event: 

After finishing the 8 week course, each school would 
give out certificates of participation and goodies 
related to the space during their assembly, while 
encouraging students to continue living a healthy life 
by exercising and drinking sufficient water. 

Did your students participate in the 
pre-surveys? Yes

Did your students participate in the 
post-surveys? Yes

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? No.

Description of the approach taken:

It’s the first time Taiwan ever participated in Mission X: Train Like An Astronaut. This program was led by 
assistant professor Shin-Yu Yang from Mackay Medical College Nursing Department, and assistant professor 
Hsin-Jen Chen from National Yang Ming University, Institute of Public Health. With the financial support from 
Mackay Medical College and Ministry of Science and Technology, we spent eight consecutive weeks teaching 
3-4th grade students specifically from 8 remote elementary schools in northern Taiwan, and we asked the home-
room teachers to evaluate the activities, and keep track of the students’ reaction and feedback afterwards.

We chose the following 8 activities from the Mission X program: Hydration Station, Crew Strength Train-
ing, Do a Space Walk, Energy of an Astronaut, Building an Astronaut Core, Jump for the Moon, Agility 
Astro-course, and Base Station Walk-back. After much deliberation, the team made some minor adjustments 
on the activities to cater to the local students, before the professors, elementary school teachers and graduate 
students carried out the activities in schools. Energy of an Astronaut not only trained the students’ minds to 
absorb more information, but also helped them train physically; We combined other designated courses to Do 
a Space Walk, as it added to the diversity of the tasks. 

Taiwan
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Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

Although there are space-related videos to motivate 
the students, it’d help tremendously if the videos were 
in Mandarin as well, as it’d be easier for the kids and 
teachers to relate to it.  It is also hard for the Tai-
wanese students to learn and be exposed to anything 
related to the space, such as spacesuits, and items at 
a space station. If there could be designed scenarios 
and props, it’d help our students be better immersed 
in the environment. 

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2018:

We will continue to participate in the Mission X 
program, and will assist schools to design courses and 
prepare for rewards, and we hope the students will be 
able to live a healthy life and continue on with their 
healthy diet, hydration and exercise. 

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGe98ED-
pnbY&list=PL21vflmoxxKQfSGZw1N2BskLXdx-
s1KVUp

Testimonies: 

1.  The students felt really happy participating in 
Mission X, while stating that they’re willing to eat 
healthy foods and continue to hydrate themselves. 
Some students used their knowledge at home to 
evaluate their family members, and made sure 
that their family members were drinking sufficient 
water. 

2.  The teachers believed that the 8-week course was 
suitable for the students, and would like to corpo-
rate this course into other academic areas.

3.  We used the Mission X program to provide diverse 
materials and education for the teachers from 
remote elementary schools, and taught the stu-
dents about the diet for astronauts, hydration and 
exercise, in hopes of getting them into a healthy 
lifestyle and prevent obesity.

Taiwan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGe98EDpnbY&list=PL21vflmoxxKQfSGZw1N2BskLXdxs1KVUp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGe98EDpnbY&list=PL21vflmoxxKQfSGZw1N2BskLXdxs1KVUp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGe98EDpnbY&list=PL21vflmoxxKQfSGZw1N2BskLXdxs1KVUp
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EARTH CHALLENGE  
Children: 

Teams involved: 
Adults: 

Sites Involved: 
Cities involved: 

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: 
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: 

Need CONTENT (They sent pictures, but no 
content.)

United Arab Emirates  
(UAE)
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EARTH AND MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 47,504

Teams involved: 558
Adults: At least 500
Sites Involved: 504

Cities involved: Hundreds
Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: ESERO-UK/UK Space Agency
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Venture Thinking (Heather Macrae)

Major Points: 

Over 500 institutions signed up – a 25% increase on 
the previous year.

Launch event at the Science Museum and University 
College London.

Over 50 UK blogs between January and April.

Youtube training session trial https://youtu.be/5me-
qF3NyRk.

Issues: 

Data: downloadable Excel and CSV file including 
address information, available from the website 
would be useful.

Merchandise: Arrives fairly late into the program.  
Large import tax (approx. $1000). Suggest ESA 
prints and posts for Europe.

Did your country participate in a closing 
event? 

We have two closing events: one in Cardiff and one 
in Glasgow. A supplementary report will be provided 
on this.  

Did your students participate in the pre-
surveys? No

Did your students participate in the post-
surveys? 

No, but our teachers did.  The survey is still 
open so that results for this will be provided in a 
supplementary report.

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries? 

Not that we know of.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges :

The Great British Space Dinner https://www.stem.
org.uk/elibrary/collection/4144.

Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2017: Yes

Testimonies 
Teachers: 

The highlight of Mission X was:

“The enthusiasm of the children and the excellent 
resources”

“Seeing the children so eager to take part 

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country?

Mission X was promoted and run through the European Space Education Office, in the UK, through a 
contract with the UK Space Agency. ESERO-UK is supported by STEM Learning, the largest provider of 
STEM continuing professional development and STEM resources for teachers, in the UK.

The ESERO Manager, Alex Brown, and the ESERO Teacher Fellow, Tom Lyons, led Mission X. They were 
supported by Heather Macrae for opening and closing events. Administration and communications to the 
teams was supported by the team at STEM Learning.

United Kingdom

https://youtu.be/5me-qF3NyRk
https://youtu.be/5me-qF3NyRk
https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/collection/4144
https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/collection/4144
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and improve each week! The motivation and 
determination improved across the class and has 
made a significant impact in many children’s view to 
health and fitness and achieving goals!”

“The children’s enthusiasm for taking part in the 
activities. Training like an astronaut seemed to really 
motivate them. After holding a space day last year 
linked to the Tim Peake project, the children loved 
that they could complete missions linked to what 
they had previously learnt about astronauts.”

“The video by Thomas Pesquet and the walk to 
the moon challenge which enables pupils and their 
families to become involved.”
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EARTH AND MOON CHALLENGE  
Children: 6,000

Teams involved: 41
Adults: 58

Sites Involved: 59
Cities involved: 39

Lead Space Agency and/or Lead Institution: NASA
Partners and/or Supporting Institutions: Ball State University

Major Points:                                                        

Several teams from the USA participated in skype 
sessions with teams in other countries including 
Mexico and Spain. These exchanges were very 
fruitful for students and teachers. Compared with 
2016, more blogs (39) were submitted this year, 
and participation increased earlier in the year with 
four teams, including Puerto Rico, joining the Walk 
Around the Earth challenge. Many of the submitted 
videos were produced and edited by students and 
this became a learning opportunity for students and 
teachers alike. The closing event held in Plant City, 
FL was a success with over 275 students, faculty 
members, and administrators. The school in Plant 
City has participated in MX surveys for 4 years and 
the students were very prepared to ask questions 
and learn more about the space relevance of training 
like astronauts. Four potential new Train Like an 
Astronaut activities were performed and Team USA 

leadership received feedback from the teachers and 
students. The images captured during the event will 
be included in a team USA closing video to celebrate 
participating teams from both MX challenges. 
Students appreciated the give-aways and learned new 
skills and information regarding the human challenges 
of space flight. This school used a stadiometer to 
assist with measuring the heights of students as they 
completed the pre- and post- surveys.                                                                          

Issues: 

As with previous years, additional personnel would 
be helpful in managing the ongoing communication 
with teams. For the most part, this year operated 
smoothly perhaps because of maintaining the same 
personnel as leadership at NASA. More attention 
to a country-wide closing event would be a great 
improvement, yet MX was a success as implemented. 
With the personnel and resources available, the results 
were highly valued by the participating teams.

How was Mission X 2016 organized and implemented in your country? 

Since the inception of Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut in 2011, Team USA has steadily grown. While 
implementation of the challenge was similar to previous years, two adjustments for recruitment were made to 
include: 

1) asking returning teams to aid in recruitment and 

2) replacing SHAPE America announcements with utilizing NASA Express listserv. 

These adjustments proved very valuable and, with minimal increase in labor hours for recruitment, the team 
grew in both geographic distribution as well as number of participants. Periodic Team USA newsletters were 
sent to individual team leaders, and communication was handled via email, telephone, and webinars. Face to 
face meetings were held with a new team in Texas and with a Florida team as part of the closing event. Training 
for team leadership was accomplished electronically with webinars as well as with detailed website instructions. 
Team sizes ranged between 1 individual to 750 students, with ages ranging from 5 years old through 79 years 
old. The majority of participants were school-aged children 8-12 years old.

United States
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Did your country participate in a closing 
event? Yes. 

Did your students participate in the pre-
surveys?

Yes. One school, in Plant City, FL completed the 
surveys for 2017.

Did your students participate in the post-
surveys?

Yes. One school, in Plant City, FL, completed the 
post-surveys for 2017.

Did your students have any interactions 
with other countries?

Yes. A school in Oklahoma skyped with schools in 
Mexico and Spain. Additionally, a team lead from 
Massachusetts communicated with a school team lead 
in Italy.

Recommendations for future Mission X 
challenges:

Keep funding MX. Consider adding a third challenge 
for summer months, or consider an additional, 
less formal, format to allow a  more open option 
that would facilitate museums and year-round MX 
participation either in parallel or separate from the 
main MX challenges. 
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Willingness to participate in Mission X 
2017: Yes.

Internet sites/Press Releases: 

Will include links submitted by teams

Testimonies 

Children: 
“I loved Mission X!”

“Mission X was fun. I especially liked 

“ I want to be an astronaut. Or a scientist. I’ll come 
work at NASA!”

Teachers:
“ Mission X worked well this year. Each teacher did 
our best, and found the videos helpful.”

“ I tried to explain why astronauts need to train, and 
be healthy, to go to space. I think the students really 
learned a lot, and they had fun.”

MX Working Group aka Country Point of Contact:
“ Mission X allows many connections between formal 
areas of curriculum including connecting physical 
education with math and sciences. Additionally, and 
perhaps the more powerful connections, are with 
areas that reinforce life skills such as collaboration, 
working hard, teamwork and learning about other 
people.”

United States
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Mission X Program Lead

The NASA JSC HRPCom team leads the Mission X: 
Train Like an Astronaut (MX) effort.

This group is responsible for providing the overall 
leadership and guidance for MX. The team maintains 
the MX implementation plan, coordinates planning 
sessions with the MX partners, and works with the 
partners to ensure all aspects of the challenges are 
organized and implemented according to the MX 
plan. The group tracks and compiles sets of metrics 
and leads the development of the MX Annual Report. 
The HRPCom team coordinates with other NASA 
offices as necessary, including the JSC Office of 
Education, the ISS Program, the Exploration Systems 
Mission Directorate, and the Office of External 
Relations as well as other space agencies to ensure the 
success of the challenges.

MX Partners

The MX partner responsibilities include: translation 
of content as necessary, participating in monthly 
teleconferences, supporting MX with necessary 
information regarding their national fitness policies, 
and providing activity content materials. The partners 
are also responsible for providing the development of 
various MX videos to more effectively communicate 
to the global MX community about ongoing 
activities. Each partner develops their own MX 
cohorts while creating their country challenge teams. 
In most cases, the partners host a kickoff event, 
compile data and track progress on the challenge 
teams, and organize the closing event for their 
challenges. The partners provide their leader and 
student surveys and support the development and 
review of the MX Annual Report.

Increasingly sedentary lifestyles among children and 
adolescents, combined with unhealthy diets, are two 
of the most significant risks that may lead to the 
onset of chronic adult health issues. International 
research demonstrates that physical inactivity and 
poor eating habits among children can lead to major 
non-communicable diseases, including high blood 

pressure, cardiovascular disease, and type-2 diabetes. 
Organizations worldwide recognize this problem and 
advocate increased physical activity and healthier 
diets for young people in order to promote healthier 
societies.

In light of these increasingly global health issues, 
and seeking to take actions to help address them, 
the MX Multi-Year Campaigns aim to encourage 
proper exercise and nutrition starting at an early 
age. This concept was developed by members of the 
International Space Life Sciences Working Group and 
is an effort of the space agencies and organizations 
involved in the project to encourage healthy, active 
lifestyles among children. Using the unique example 
of space explorers, the participating entities seek to 
motivate and educate young people worldwide to 
understand that good fitness and nutrition are life-
long endeavors.

Roles & Responsibilities 
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Increasingly sedentary lifestyles among children and 
adolescents, combined with unhealthy diets, are two 
of the most significant risks that may lead to the 
onset of chronic adult health issues.  International 
research demonstrates that physical inactivity and 
poor eating habits among children can lead to major 
non-communicable diseases, including high blood 
pressure, cardiovascular disease, and type-2 diabetes. 
Organizations worldwide recognize this problem and 
advocate increased physical activity and healthier 
diets for young people in order to promote healthier 
societies.     

In light of these increasingly global health issues, 
and seeking to take actions to help address them, the 
Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut (MX) Multi-
Year Campaign aims to encourage proper exercise 
and nutrition starting at an early age. This concept 
was endorsed by members of the International 
Space Life Sciences Working Group (ISLSWG), the 
NASA Human Research Program, and is an effort 
of the space agencies and organizations involved 
in the project to encourage healthy, active lifestyles 
among children. Using the unique example of space 
explorers, the Participating Entities seek to motivate 
and educate young people worldwide that good 
fitness and nutrition are life-long endeavours.

These Terms of Reference establishing the MX 
Multi-Year Campaign outline the parameters 
for the activities and the anticipated role of each 
Participating Entity.  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES

Purpose
The purpose of the MX Multi-Year Campaign is to 
demonstrate to children the value of exercise and 
nutrition by:

–  developing multi-national health and fitness 
challenges that each Participating Entity will 
implement within their own region

–  maintaining and enhancing an activity website to 
provide student participants a forum for exchange 
and an online database for activity-related materials

–  performing international outreach opportunities 
with astronauts and cosmonauts to increase 
awareness regarding the importance of physical 
fitness and good health

Scope of Activities
The MX Multi-Year Campaign also referred to 
as “the activity”, is focused on accomplishing the 
health and fitness challenge outlined in these Terms 
of Reference. Upon completion of the multi-year 
campaign, the Participating Entities may choose to 
extend MX by repeating or adapting the project in 
the future.  

PARTICIPATION GUIDELINES AND 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

Participating Entities
Participation in the activity is open to government 
space agencies or organizations with established 
educational or outreach programs that use space 
flight activities to help children further their interest 
in science and engineering, and have the ability to 
meet the responsibilities outlined in paragraph 2.3 
(hereinafter “Participating Entities”).  

Space agencies or organizations can become 
Participating Entities through an executive level 
acceptance of these Terms of Reference by a letter 
addressed to the Director of the Human Exploration 
and Operations Division, NASA Office of 
International and Interagency Relations, 300 E. St. 
SW, Washington, DC 20546 with a copy to Charles 
W. Lloyd, Pharm D, Human Engagement and 
Communications Project Manager, MC: SA, NASA 
Johnson Space Center, 2101 NASA Rd 1, Houston, 
TX 77058.

Responsibilities of the Chair 
NASA will serve as the Chair for the activity. The 
European Space Agency (ESA) will support the Chair 
as the primary point of contact for participating 
ESA member states. The Chair will contribute to the 
Challenges by:    

–  providing health and fitness educational materials 

Terms of Reference 
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to be used during the activity 

–  coordinating monthly teleconferences, and 
additional planning sessions as needed, with the 
Participating Entities

–  drafting and maintaining the MX planning 
documents

–  managing the MX website,  
www.trainlikeanastronaut.org

–  supporting the Participating Entities to ensure that 
the challenges are properly implemented

–  compiling data on the activity and leading the 
development of an annual report 

–  fulfilling the responsibilities of a Participating 
Entity as outlined in paragraph 2.3

Responsibilities of Participating Entities 
Participating Entities will contribute to the 
development and implementation of the MX 
activities by:

–  providing health and fitness educational materials 
to be used during the activities, including 
information on national fitness policies

–  taking part in monthly teleconferences and 
additional planning sessions

–  providing regular feedback on MX planning 
documents 

–  sharing agency and organization web links and 
online content for the MX website  
www.trainlikeanastronaut.org

–  sharing available video content for MX 
promotional videos 

–  working with domestic organizations as necessary 
that will help organize and host the activity

–  conducting activities to implement MX within 
their country, including hosting a kick-off event, 
compiling data and tracking progress on challenge 
teams, and organizing the closing event(s) for their 
country’s competition  

–  supporting the development and review of an 
annual report

–  working with the Chair and other Participating 
Entities to ensure success of the project 

SCHEDULE

The Participating Entities plan to implement the 
activity including the Walk Around the Earth and/
or Walk to the Moon MX challenges along the 
following annual schedule between 2015 and 2017:

• Walk to the Moon Challenge –

    –  Pre-Challenge Phase: May to December

    –  Challenge Phase: 6 to 9 week period between 
January and April

    –  Post-Challenge Phase: April to May 

• Walk Around the Earth Challenge –

    –  Pre-Challenge Phase: February to September

    –  Challenge Phase: 6 to 9 week period between 
October and December 

    –  Post-Challenge Phase: January to February 

STATUS OF TERMS OF REFERENCE AND 
RESOURCES 

The adoption of these Terms of Reference will 
not create any legal obligations on the part of 
Participating Entities in the activity. Unless other 
arrangements are made, each Participating Entity will 
bear the costs of discharging its responsibilities of the 
activity, including travel and subsistence of its own 
personnel and transportation of all goods for which it 
is responsible. The amount of resources provided for 
any particular portion of the activity may vary among 
Participating Entities.

EXCHANGE OF DATA AND GOODS 

Materials developed for the activity are  
made available on the MX website,  
www.trainlikeanastronaut.org, including images 

http://www.trainlikeanastronaut.org
http://www.trainlikeanastronaut.org
http://www.trainlikeanastronaut.org
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and educational guides that are available worldwide 
without restriction as to their use or redistribution.

RELEASE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
PROJECT 

Participating Entities may freely release information 
on the activity as deemed appropriate.

 

MODIFICATIONS

These Terms of Reference may be modified by the 
Participating Entities by consensus.

WITHDRAWAL 

Any Participating Entity may withdraw from the 
activity at any time by providing written notification 
to the Director of the Human Exploration and 
Operations Division, NASA Office of International 
and Interagency Relations.

ESTABLISHMENT

Upon acceptance in writing of these Terms of 
Reference, these Terms of Reference will become 
effective for those Participating Entities on  
October 1, 2014 or beyond.  

Upon completion of the activity, the Participating 
Entities may choose to extend the activity by revising 
and renewing these Terms of Reference.

Terms of Reference 
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1.  Is this the first time you participated in “Mission 
X: Train like an Astronaut” Project?

a) yes

b) no, I participated in the past

A. The following are some questions about your  
participation and physical activity:

2.  I participate in physical activity such as sports, 
playing in the playground, and exercise out of 
school. 

a) Never

b) Sometimes in a month

c) One or two times per week

d) Three to five times per week

e) Every day

3.  In a typical week, how many days do you get 
exercise that causes you to have rapid breathing, 
sweating, and a rapid heartbeat for 20 continuous 
minutes or more?

a) Not at all

b) 1-2 days

c) 3-4 days

d) 5-7 days

e) I don’t know

4.  Aerobic exercise makes the heart work very hard 
and makes people break out in a sweat. Compared 
to other friends, how much aerobic exercise do you 
get on a consistent basis?

a) More than my friends

b) Less than my friends

c) About the same as my friends

d) I don’t know

5. Are you more physically active, or about the same 
as your other friends?

a) More than my friends

b) Less than my friends

c) About the same as my friends

d) I don’t know 

Mission X 2017:
Student Pre-Survey 
Students: Before beginning the Mission X 2017 Challenge, we would like you to answer some questions. Your 
answers are important to help NASA create exciting experiences for students like you. Please select an answer for each 
question. Your identity and the information you provide will always remain confidential. 

Name or ID: ___________________________ Today’s Date (Month/Day/Year): ___________

School Name: ___________________________  Team Name: __________________________

Grade _____   Male or Female (please circle one)  Age: _____    

Birthdate (Month/Day/Year): ________________________  

Weight: ___________ pounds   OR Weight: ___________ kg (keep to 0.1kg)

Height: ____ feet ____ inches   OR Height: ___________ cm (keep to 0.1 cm) 

Please circle one answer for questions 1 through 21:
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6.  In a typical week, how often do you play a sport or 
exercise together with any of your family members?

a) Not at all

b) 1-2 days in a week

c) 3-6 days in a week

d) I don’t know

7.  On an average school day, how many hours do you 
watch TV?

a) I do not watch TV on an average school day

b) 1 hour per day

c) 2 hours per day

d) 3-4 hours per day

e) More than 4 hours per day

8.  On an average school day, how many hours do you 
play video or computer games or use a computer 
for something that is not school work? (Count 
time spent on things such as Xbox, PlayStation, 
a tablet like an iPad, YouTube, Facebook, and the 
Internet.)

a) Never

b) 1 hour per day

c) 2 hours per day

d) 3-4 hours per day

e) More than 4 hours per day

9.  What happens to the heart rate when doing 
exercises?

a) Stays the same

b) Decreases

c) Increases

d) I don’t know

10.  In order to maintain a correct posture, it is 
very important to work on strengthening 
___________________ muscles.

a) Arm  

b) Core 

c) Neck 

d) I don’t know

B. The following are some questions about your food 
and drink: Think about all the meals and snacks you eat 
from the time you get up until you go to bed. 

11.  During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
drink soda pop, sports drinks, or something other 
than water or milk?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

12.  During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat green salad?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

13.  During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat other vegetables (excluding green salad)? 

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day
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14.  During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat fruit?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

15.  During the past 7 days, about how many times 
did you eat a meal or snack from a fast food 
restaurant?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

16. I have breakfast

a) Never

b) Sometimes in a month

c) 1-3 days in a week

d) 4-6 days in a week

e) Every day

C. The following are some questions about your  
interest and knowledge in spaceflight:

17. I am interested in space exploration.

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know

18. I am interested in the work NASA does. 

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know what NASA does

19.  When astronauts live and work in space, their 
bodies’ ________________.

a) change

b) stay the same

c) I don’t know

20. Do astronauts train before they fly to space?

a) Yes

b) No 

c) I don’t know

21. Do astronauts exercise while in space?

a) Yes

b) No 

c) I don’t know 

Student Pre-Survey

Thanks for taking our survey! Go Mission X!
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1. Did you enjoy participating in the NASA “Mission 
X: Train like an Astronaut” Program?

a) Yes 

b) No

A. The following are some questions about your 
participation and physical activity:

2. I participate in physical activity such as sports, 
playing in the playground, and exercise out of school. 

a) Never

b)    Sometimes in a month

c) One or two times per week

d) Three to five times per week

e) Every day

3. In a typical week, how many days do you get 
exercise that causes you to have rapid breathing, 
sweating, and a rapid heartbeat for 20 continuous 
minutes or more?

a)  Not at all

b)  1-2 days 

c)   3-4 days 

d)   5-7 days

e)  I don’t know

4. Aerobic exercise makes the heart work very hard 
and makes people break out in a sweat. Compared to 
other friends, how much aerobic exercise do you get 
on a consistent basis?

a) More than my friends

b) Less than my friends

c) About the same as my friends

d) I don’t know

5. Are you more physically active, or about the same 
as your other friends?

a) More than my friends

b) Less than my friends

c) About the same as my friends

d) I don’t know

Mission X 2017:
Student Post-Survey 
Students: After completing the Mission X 2017 Challenge, we would like you to answer some questions. Your 
answers are important to help NASA create exciting experiences for students like you. Please select an answer for each 
question. Your identity and the information you provide will always remain confidential. 

Name or ID: ___________________________ Today’s Date (Month/Day/Year): ___________

School Name: ___________________________  Team Name: __________________________

Grade _____   Male or Female (please circle one)  Age: _____    

Birthdate (Month/Day/Year): ________________________  

Weight: ___________ pounds   OR Weight: ___________ kg (keep to 0.1kg)

Height: ____ feet ____ inches   OR Height: ___________ cm (keep to 0.1 cm) 

Please circle one answer for questions 1 through 21:
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6. In a typical week, how often do you play a sport or 
exercise together with any of your family members?

a) Not at all

b) 1-2 days in a week

c) 3-6 days in a week

d) I don’t know

7. On an average school day, how many hours do you 
watch TV?

a) I do not watch TV on an average school day

b) 1 hour per day

c) 2 hours per day

d) 3-4 hours per day

e) More than 4 hours per day

8. On an average school day, how many hours do 
you play video or computer games or use a computer 
for something that is not school work? (Count time 
spent on things such as Xbox, PlayStation, a tablet 
like an iPad, YouTube, Facebook, and the Internet.)

a) Never

b) 1 hour per day

c) 2 hours per day

d) 3-4 hours per day

e) More than 4 hours per day

9. What happens to the heart rate when doing 
exercises?

a) Stays the same

b) Decreases

c) Increases

d) I don’t know

10. In order to maintain a correct posture, it 
is very important to work on strengthening 
______________ muscles.

a) Arm  

b) Core 

c) Neck 

d) I don’t know

B. The following are some questions about your food 
and drink:

Think about all the meals and snacks you eat from 
the time you get up until you go to bed. 

11. During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
drink soda pop, sports drinks, or something other 
than water or milk?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

12. During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat green salad?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

13. During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat other vegetables (excluding green salad)? 

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day
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14. During the past 7 days, how many times did you 
eat fruit?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

15. During the past 7 days, about how many 
times did you eat a meal or snack from a fast food 
restaurant?

a) Never

b) 1-3 days in a week

c) 4-6 days in a week

d)  Once per day

e)  2 or more times per day

16. I have breakfast

a) Never

b) Sometimes in a month

c) 1-3 days in a week

d) 4-6 days in a week

e) Every day

C. The following are some questions about your 
interest and knowledge in spaceflight:

17. I am interested in space exploration.

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know

18. I am interested in the work NASA does. 

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know what NASA does

19. When astronauts live and work in space, their 
bodies’ ________________.

a) Change

b) Stay the same

c) I don’t know

20. Do astronauts train before they fly to space? 

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know

21. Do astronauts exercise while in space?

a) Yes

b) No

c) I don’t know 

Thanks for taking our survey! Go Mission X!
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